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Unusual New Hearing in
Bob Avakian's Political Refugee
On April 19, a highly unusual second

hearing was held before the Commission
de Recours des Refugies, the commission
of the French government charged to rule
on the appeals of those whose demand
for refugee status in France has been in
itially rejected. As was the case at the
previous hearing, Monsieur Andr6
Jacomet, president of the commission,
presided personally.

After the previous hearing, the com
mission had requested a translation in
French of the original indictment of
Comrade Avakian, stemming from the
famous demonstration against Deng
Xiaoping in January 1979, and for which
the Chairman of the Central Committee
of the RCP.USA faced several life-times
in prison. In particular, the commission
wanted to know what, if any, of Com
rade Avakian's writings or statements
had been used as the basis for the indict
ment. Monsieur Jacomet had asked the
French Minist^re des Relations
EtrangSres (foreign affairs) to produce
this information, apparently not satisfied
by- the material submitted by Bob
Avakia^ and his attorney Maftre
Madelaine Terrasson.

The ministry responded with a remark

able letter which can best be described as

"having one's cake and eating it too."
The official in the ministry pleaded "lack
of jurisdiction" as the reason for not
complying with the commission's re
quest. Yet, despite his admitted lack of
competence, he offered a highly "selec
tive" account of the Mao Defendants

case aimed at minimizing the whole af
fair. For e-sample, his letter to the com
mission points out that Comrade Ava
kian wa.s arrested for "assaults on police
agents" without noting that he was never
accused of "assaulting" anybody but in
dicted on the theory of collective respon
sibility, holding him responsible for acts
allegedly committed by others (often
"unknown"). The" fairy tale account of
"democracy at work" made no mention
at all of the severity of the charges Com
rade Avakian and the other Mao Defen

dants faced, completely disproportionate
to the alleged "crimes" invented by the
U.S. government.
At the brief hearing at which a French

translation of the original Mao Defen
dants charges was submitted by Maltre
Terrasson, Monsieur Jacomet explained
his own, highly original, thesis concern
ing revolutionaries in "democratic"

TAPE:

Bob Avakian
Speaks on
May First, 1981
•'Wherever people rise up In rebellion, raise up the

red flag! That's the flag that the imperialists In this
country and throughout the world hate, the thing, the
symbol that they most fear to see raised in the hands
of the oppressed because it means that we're rising up
with our heads up; we're rising up with our eyes really
cast to the far horizon; we're becoming politically con
scious; we know what our Interests are, that they lie
with the International proletariat in Its struggle for
communism throughout the world. ,.."
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countries. He claimed, essentially, that
since Bob Avakian and the RCP.USA are
avowedly partisan for revolution, Ava
kian would, inevitably, be forced to com
mit acts of violence to "provoke" a mass
uprising since, as everyone knows, the
majority in the U.S. are content and
would never, of their own volition, rise in
revolt.

MaTircTe_rras.son responded to this line
of reasoning by pointing out that the
above might be M. Jacomct's conception
of revolutionary work in the U.S., but it
bore little resemblance in fact to the
political line of Bob Avakian and the
RCP. Furthermore, Maitre Terrasson
pointed out that if the commission per
severed in its logic of the so-called
legitimate right of the state (especially a
democratic state) to "defend itself"
against revolutionary propaganda, the
whole conception of the right of political
asylum would be called into question,
since most refugees are, by nature,
enemies of the state!

During the hearing, M. Jacomet made
a point of saying that he had read the
hundreds of pages of testimony submit
ted in English, even though such material
was "inadmissible." From the begin

ning, a big point of contention has been
the right to submit material to the com
mission in languages other than French.
(A question which, obviously, has im
plications far beyond the Bob Avakian
case.) International conventions to which
France subscribes are clear that in all legal
proceedings the government is responsi
ble for providing the necessary transla
tions. The commission has tried to duck
out of this with the rather shaky conten
tion that an appeal for political refugee
status is not a "legal proceeding." It re
mains tobeseenifinits final decision, the
commission will play deaf and dumb on
the testimony submitted in English.

The holding of a second hearing, and
the already extraordinarily long period of
time that has elapsed since the initial
hearing, shows again that the govern
ment is taking this case extremely serious
ly. They continue to be stuck in the con
tradictory position of facing a case which
clearly fi ts in a framework of "political
persecution" outlined in the Geneva Ac
cords concerning refugees and their poli
tical need to deny that such political
persecution could exist in the USA, that
pillar of the Democratic World (of which
France is proudly a part). □
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The '60s

Weren't Always

"The '60s,"

More Reflections & Sketches

by Bob Avakian

During the latterpart oflastyear, the Re\'olutionary Worker ran a series of
articles. Reflections and Sketches, edited from a tape by Bob A vakian. Chair
man of the Centra! Committee of the RCP, USA. We are currently printing a
new series ofarticles. More Reflections and Sketches, by Bob A vakian.

Bourgeois spokesmen are often fond of saying, and it has become fashion
able in some circles to say, "this is not the *60s."This is usually said with a cer
tain solemnity of tone and the implication that some new and profound truth
had bran uttered. In general the purpose of course is to discourage the idea that
another period of social upheaval and radical political struggle is on the
horizon and to douse the revolutionary enthusiasm of anyone who hasn't
"come to their senses" and grown up to leave revolutionary politics behind or
who is being drawn to such politics for the llrst time.
In answer to this statement — "this is not the '60s" — it must be said, first of

all, that the '60s were not always "the '60s" either. They only became "the
'60s" — a decade that was marked by radical social upheaval and political
movements — through a process which, like the character of the '60s overall,
developed through contradiction and was also marked by contradictory ten
dencies.

Overall, the character of the '60s was determined by tremendous changes
caking place in world economics and politics, on a basis largely laid through the
fighting and outcome of WW2. Most significant on a world scale in the 'OOs
was the intensifying contradiction between theoppre.ssed nations of the "third
world" and imperialism, headed by the U.S., giving rise to a tide of national
liberation struggle against imperialism, with the focal point in Vietnam. And
there was then in China a powerful revolutionary base area. In this overall con
text, profound changes took place within the U.S. itself, in the economy and
the political and ideological-cultural superstructure, especially affecting the
masses of Black people and interacting with the storm of protest and rebellion
that began as a civil rights movement and developed into a Black liberation
struggle. Of course, despite the very real and profound changes that were
brought about, despite the tremendous upheaval erupting in every sphere of
society, there was ultimately no revolution in the U.S. in that period and the
fundamenral nature of the system remained unchanged.
Things in the '60s did not go all the way^ Of course for those who are fond of

repeating that "this is not the '60s," the '60s went way too farinthe first place.
But the fact remains, things did not go all the way. First and most importantly,
this means that, while there were revolutions and powerful rcvoimionary strug
gles in many parts, of the world — particularly in the "third world" — and
overall tremendous changes did take place in the world situation, it was not the
case that the major contradictions of the imperialist system came to a head in a
single, explosive conjuncture. Secondly, within the U.S. itself it means that
there was, as we know, no overthrow of the imperialist system, no seizure of
political power by the proletariat.
This brings us to the second and most important aspect of the fact that, in

deed, this is not the '60s. This is the '80s when what is on the agenda is precisely
the development of such a world historic conjuncture, where the major con
tradictions of the world imperialist system are brought, together, to the ex
ploding point.

In fact, one of the main contrasts between the "605 and the '80s, both viewed
on the global plane and in terms of the U.S. itself, is that in the '60s there was
nothing like the profound crisis gripping the imperialist economy and both im
perialist blocs. In the '60s the reserves of the imperialists were far greater. Of
course there were serious political crises then, as conditioned for example by
Vietnam. Even in reviewing those times Henry Kissinger was forced to take
note, in his latest book, of the fact that the U.S. ruling class became fairly
sharply divided within itself and to a significant degree was put on the defen
sive. This, as KLssinger portray.s it, created a kind of political vacuum that
allowed a radical minority in society to exert a great influence, far beyond its
numbers.

Again, the ruling class had the reserves to contain this at that time. But even
allowing for Kissinger's class bias and distortion, there is much to learn for the
future — perhaps the not too distant future — from how he sums this up. And
when this is viewed against the backdrop of today's situation, where there is a
severe underlying economic crisis in each imperialist bloc, together with the
sharpening rivalry between these two blocs and the need of each to wage war
against the other and defeat it, then the possibilities for revolutionary advances
in this decade stand out much more powerfully, including even the possibility
of revolution in the U.S. itself.
As yet, there is not the kind of radical mass movement and revolutionary

temper that developed in the U.S. in the '60s. nor in general in the world is there
the powerful tide of revolution that swept throughout it in that decade, with a
powerful revolutionary bastion as China was then. But to paraphrase Marx,
the important thing is not what the immediate circumstances may be or what
the masses may be thinking, or doing, at any given lime, but what they will be
compelled to do by the development of the objective conditions- No. this is not
the '60s. But, as important as the '60s were and as much as they were a time of
advance for the revolutionary struggle throughout the world, keeping in mind
the objective situation today and what it will bring Forth in the years just ahead,
then overall and strategically and specifically in terms of the possibilities for
revolutionary advances, the 'SOs are more favorable than even the '60s for the
international proletariat.

Next week: The Worst of Times and the Best of Times.

and the '80s

WiUBe

Far

Heavier
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A Letter of Suppoit for the Proposed Conference on
the Nature and Role of the Soviet Union Today

Last summer, the Revolutionary Communist Party Initiated a call for a con
ference on the nature and role of the Soviet Union, focusing on the Question "The
Soviet Union: Socialist or Social Imperialist?"
Few other controversial political topics today so concentrate profound

theoretical questions atx)ut mankind's future and are so Intimately Intertwined with
basic practical political choices throughout the world. The question of the Soviet
Union pusties itself to the fore in any debate over the possibilities for radical social
transformation and over the nature and potential of the developing International
situation.

Does the stateowned and centrally-planned nature of its economic system mean
that it Is inherently a social advance over capitalism, or does it simply reflect the
encasement of capitalist relations of production In a more collective ownership
form?

Is the Soviet Union a progressive force in the world today, or an Imperialist
superpower, like the United States, compelled by Its nature to wage a war of world
redlvision?

Is it a natural ally of oppressed nations, or Is It one more In a series of aspiring,
exploitative powers?

While we ourselves hold widely differing views on these and related questions,
we agree that the development of world events powerfully demands serious In
vestigation and principled struggle over them.
The framework proposed for this conference has the potential for encouraging

such struggle. It is planned to engage the energies and experiences of diverse
political currents: from academla, from political organizations and mass
movements, from among Immigrants and circles of political exiles — and to have
the conference culminate in an actual debate between major representatives of op-,
posing views Intended to sharply bring out the bases for their differences and the
Implications that flow from them.

This represents a welcome challenge to grapple with the controversies surround
ing Soviet society, Its nature and its International role, and to do so in a serious
and thorough-going way. To that end, wa encourage people to support and take
part In this conference and its debate.

Current Signatories (institutions listed for identification purposes only)

Osman Suitan Ali
Editor, Horn of Africa journal

Comrade Anand
Secretary, Democratic Front, India

A.M. Babu
From Tanzania, active rote In liberation struggles. Author of African Socialism Or
Socialist Africa?. (Zed Press, 1980)

Raford' Boddy
Associate Professor of Economics, San Diego State University, Author of "Class
Conflict, Keyneslan Policies and the Business Cycle" (Monthly Review) and "Who
Will Plan the Planned Economy" (Progressive)

Or. Sergio Ceiaschi
Applied Physics. Stanford University — former director of Stanford Brazilian
Students' Association.

Paiesh Chattopadhyay
Professor of Political Economy In the Dept. of Sociology, Unlv. of Quebec,
Montreal, Canada; Author of India: Economy and Socleiy, (Paris) and "Rise of

The essays making up this collection offer both the specialist and non-
specialist reader a wide-ranging discussion of the controversies surrounding
Soviet society and the role of the Soviet Union in the International arena.

Is the Soviet Union a progressive force in the world today, or an imperialist
superpower, like the United States, compelled by its nature to wage a war of
world redlvision? Is it a natural ally of oppressed nations, or is It one more In a
series of aspiring exploitative powers?

In order to sharply delineate the issues at stake, the editors of The Communist
invited several scholars with opposing perspectives to present their views on
crucial aspects of this question.

• David Lalbman; The "Stale Capitalist" and "Bureaucratic-Exploitative"
interpretations ol the Soviet Social Formation — a Critique

• Al SzymanskI: Soviet Socialism and Proletarian Internationalism

• Santosh K. Mehrotra and Patrick Clawson; Soviet Economic Relations With
India and Other Third World Countries

• The Revolutionary Communist Party, USA: The "TarnishedSocialism"
Thesis, or The Political Economy of Soviet Social-Imperialism

$6.95 $1 postage RCPPUBLICATIONS ISBNO-89851-062-7
P.O. Box 3486, Merchandise Mart 209 pages
Chicago, IL 60654

Social Capitalism In the USSR," (published in Economic and Political Weekly, June
13-July 4 Issues, 1981, India)

Kassahun Checote
Professor, Africans Studies, Rutgers University. Dlrector.of the Africa Research and
Publications Project.

John R. Ernst
Professor of Economics, State University of New York at Old Westbury. Member of
Union for Radical Political Economics and an editor of a recent special issue of
the Revlevr of Radical Political Economics on the Soviet Union. ,

Forward

Ugandan Democratic and Anti-Imperialist Journal, published In Kampala.

Groupe Revolutlonnalre Internatlonaliste Haitian

Nathan Hare '
Clinical psychologist and sociologist; editor, Black Male/Female Relationships',
First coordinator of a Black studies program In the U.S. (San Francisco State);
1969-1975, founding publisher, The Black Scholar.

fkwezi
A Journal of South African and Southern African Political Analysis, published in.
England.

Ted Keller

Professor of International Relations, San Francisco State University

Raymond Lotta
Author of And Wao Makes Five (Banner, 1978), and co-author of forthcoming
America In Decline. Written extensively on socialist political economy and crisis of
U.S. Imperialism.

Conrad Lynn
Black civil rights attorney. Served as defense counsel for the Puerto RIcan
nationalists Pedro Alblzu Campos and t.ollta Lebron, for the "Harlem 6" and for the
diplomatic representatives of the Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU). Visited
Cuba at the Invitation of Fidel Castro in the 1960s. Served on the Bertrand Russell
War Crimes Commission.

Edward Neli
Professor of Economics, graduate faculty, New School for Social Research. Author
of Growth, Profit and Property (Cambridge University Press, 1980) and Rational
Economic Man: A Philosophical Critique of Neo-Classlcal Economics (Cambridge
University-Press, 1975)

19 Bahman Student Organization In the U.S.
Iranian student organization, supporters of the Iranian Peoples' Fedayee
Guerillas.

Organization of Moslem Muhajereen of Afghanistan

Michael Parent!
Author and lecturer. Author of Democracy For the Few (St. Martin, 1977) and Power
and the Powerless (St. Martin, 1978).

SETAD (Organization of Revolutionary Mass of Students)
Iranian student organization based on the struggle against the reactionary
government of Iran, and In support of the masses of the world In their struggle
against the imperialists and reactionary ruling governments.

Anwar Shaikh
Associate Professor of Economics, graduate faculty, New School for Social
Research. Author of "The Current World Economic Crisis: Causes and
Implications," delivered at the Allied Social Sciences Associations convention,
December, 1982.

Harl P. Sharma
Associate Professor of Sociology, Simon Fraser University, British Columbia,
Canada, and activist In the Indian Peoples Association in North America (IPANA)

Albert SzymanskI
Professor of Sociology, University of Oregon. Author of Is The Red Flag Flying?
The Political Economy of the Soviet Union Today (Zed Press, 1979), and The Logic
of Imperialism (Praeger, 1981). Editor of Insurgent Sociologist. Written extensively
in defense of the socialist character of the Soviet Union In left journals and
currently working on a new book on the Soviet Union.

Trident Nein
Nine anti-war activists, members of the Atlantic Life Community. Recently
sentenced to federal prison for damaging a U.S. Trident nuclear submarine at the
General Dynamics Electric Boatyard In Groton, Connecticut.

Cornel West
Assistant Professor of Philosophy of Religion, Union Theological Seminary, Author
of Prophesy Dellverancel An Atro-Amerlcan Revolutionary Christianity (1982).
Dow Woodward
Professor of Biology, Stanford University.

Paul Zarembka
Professor of Economics, State University of New York at Buffalo, editor of
Research In Political Economy (JAi Press, Annual) and author of "Lenin on the
Economics of Socialist Transformation and Polish Solidarity " {Research, Volume
V, 1982)
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Mam Debate: Sunday May 22nd, 12:30pm

International House Auditorium

500 Riverside Dr. (123rd & Riverside)
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r-THE CONFRONTATION:

Is the Soviet Union a genuine socialist country, Is it a state monopoly capitalist po\wer
a force for peace, and a natural ally -OR- driven to expand its sphere of exploitation

of the world's oppressed? through counter-revolution and world war?

Including, among other debaters:

Albert Szymanski . Raymond Lotta upholding the Maoist and
arguing for its socialist character " ' Revolutionary Communist Party analysis

Panel Discussions: Thurs. May 19th & Frl. May 20th in the evening, Sat. May 21st
Sessions Include: • Soviet Aid, Loans and Capital Investment in the Third World • Women in the Soviet Union

• The Soviet Role in Various Liberation Struggles Around the World • Workers' Role in Soviet Society
• The Soviet Union and the Arms Race

Admission to Individual sessions may be purchased at door. Price for main debate: $5.00
For Registration Information write:

Organizing Committee for a Conference and Debate on the Soviet Union
P.O. Box 924, Cooper Station, New York, NY 10276

r  , I I , 1 1 |orcail:(212)685-3120
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An Inner-City Voice:
Got No Country

Bill is a 17-yeat-oid Black youih from
Detroil who recenily connected with the
Revolutionary Communist Youth Bri
gade (RCVB) in thai city. The R Whad an
opportunity to talk at length with Bill in
an interview which reveals both the sharp
contradictions faced by lens of thousand
of Black youth in Detroit and also the far-
sighted thinking of one among the more
politically advanced of these youth.
"I was coming out of the cheese line,"

said Bill about his encounter with the
RCYB on Darnell Summers Day. "They
were talking about Darnell Summers,
wearing a band. It didn't faze me; I
put the band on." Shortly after this. Bill
listened to Bob Avakian's May Day '81
cape. The Chairman's talk captured Bill's
imagination, and brought a tear to his
eye; "All right, like 1 was seeiitg these
things I just didn't know that anybody
else knew. Like he was saying about the
system, and the proletariat, just the
workers, us. He said about the youth, we
arc what's happening today. Like to put
out ail the old, we can move forward. But
we have to be united and strong. 1 really
thought nobody knew like I knew. I knew
the system., I didn't call it the system. I
knew me and my family were going
down. 1 was thinking about doing some
thing, I'm alone, but then they came."
Since then, he has Joined with "them,"
the revolutionaries, going out to others.
Among other things, school is not ap

pealing to Bill; and neither is the whole
viewpoint behind the idea that Black
youth must get through school so they
can "make it." "School to me, that ain't
where I can get it at, you know. I went to
acting school, say for about two months.
Drama, I thought that was what it was I
wanted to be, but there's a lot of things
they put in front. You can be this, you
can be that... Like I liked biology a lot. I
had that in mind, but it just didn't work
out that way. School, that was just a
waste of time to me. It wasn't templing.
I'd like to do something with my life."
He went on, "Most Black people, like

in college, most Black people go to col
lie and all they end up being is football
players, basketball players. The most
people I see behind a desk job are just
mayors and what-not.. .Mayor Cole-
man Young, they want us to think he's
good for us, but you know he's working
behind a white man. He's with the

system, too. It's not really a racial thing.

It's just humans all around. Blacks,
whites, Chinese, hey, they're all being in
the dumps worldwide. It seems to be a
whole system... It should be better than
what it is now. Anything better than what
it is now, I'm for it."
Out on the streets of many inner-city

neighborhoods of Detroit, like where Bill
lives, the devastation of the lives of so
many people actually comes down to a
struggle just to survive. "1 can't just hang
out with any young person.. .with boys,
they're just trouble, 1 got friends 1 can de
pend on, and like everybody knows me
around there, but they don't know about
me. Thai's just the point. So otherwise I
don't get stabbed in the back or bust up

or nothin'. Like when I go to the store at
dark, somebody knows about you and
your family, 'man, go ahead and jump
him, he ain't got no brothers." Thai's the
way it is. All about that security. Like the
record says 'It's a jungle out there.' And
everybody, me and my friends, we learn
ed that song when it first broke out."
One of the youngest of 10 children. Bill

had seen his family ripped apart by this
system. While his father has continued to
hold on to a relatively high-paying job,
his parents' divorce and the burden of

supporting two places has been a major
strain. But It is a strain that has not yet
broken through the father's illusions
about this country,
"Say they've been down so low, just

give them an inch and they think they're
up there. Say like my father, like he
pushes $300 plus something a week. Back
in the 1960s he was kind of under then.
He was here when the recession was, but
he remembers all that., .and he thinks
he's rich as he can get...the system,
that's as much as they want him to have

so that's where they're gohna stop him at.
So when they call on him, 'come on we
gave you this, we gave you that, come on
and fight,' that's what it's about., .So
they've been living by the system so long,
it's just like drinking liquor. You drink so
long you're gonnaget addicted to it. They
don't know nothing else but that. But like
me, it's a different thing. Like my father,
he's been living so long by the system he
wants to train me that way. Live by this,
live by that. But they don't know how
light it is. Now it's even harder, they just
don't know it. Like they'll say, America
will say, 'Russia is communist and they're
doing these five things to hurt America'
— then that's what my father believes
in,, .So this is your country too, hey,
that's what he puts on me. But me, I
don't got no country.. .it's not my
America..

By 17 years. Bill has experienced a lot
to have come to this conclusion. In the

Continued on page 18

A Case of "Clear And Present Dangei^'
According to brochures handed out by

the administration at L.A. High. the.
week of April 25 through 29 is "open
house" week at the school. Needless to
say, L.A. High is not open to a certain
political trend, at least according to the
administration and security, but then the
L.A. High students have something to
say about this. Over the last couple of
weeks the battle around May Day 1983
has continued to rage there, with the
terms of the battle shifting almost daily.
As last reported in the R W, debate has

spread throughout the campus after the
appearance and continuing reappearance
of revolutionary graffiti on the campus.
The administration had just backed off
threats to expel students they blamed for
this (and one they tried unsuccessfully to
frame up for an "anon" charge), but
these threats were still held over the
students' heads. The administrators had
themselves taken up a petition against
this "vandalism" and stood in class while
the petition was handed around to

students to sign. Even while ad
ministrators and reaaionary teachersand
students spread lies about the May Day
activists and the RCYB members (such as
the lie that is widespread on the campus
this yearjust as it was last, that the Latino
students would supposedly bring guns to
school on May Day to use against Black
students), some of the divisions between
the Black and Latino students were
beginning to be broken down.
A couple weeks ago one Black student

who is in student government was in
troduced to the RCYB and was quite ex
cited to be able to finally talk to one of
these revolutionaries. He got behind the
idea of doing some kind of legal forum on
the campus where the RCYB could
speak. This student took this up at a stu
dent government meeting where he ran
into another civics lesson thanks to the
administration. Assistant Principal
Gunderson told him, "Freedom of
speech is guaranteed in this country, and
we believe in that here, too. The only time

that freedom of speech could be limited is
when there is a 'clear and present danger.'
And what we have here is a 'clear and pre
sent danger' "—there's no way, he said,
such a forum would take place at L.A.
High. This student then organized a peti
tion drive to force Gunderson to allow
the forum. As signatures were being
gathered, Gunderson told him he had
conferred with the school board itselfand
they too had said that there was no way
such a forum would be allowed. The
forum, which is still planned to take
place, is intended as a debate over the
questions of world war, communism and
revolution, and was to feature an RCYB
speaker versus someone from the other
camp — obviously enough, such an open
debate « a "clear and present danger" to
those who would have the students force-
fed the imperialist crap that passes for
academics in the schools.

To the dismay of the administration,
however, the idea for a debate seems to
have caught on widely, including among

students who are just beginning to check
things out politically.
And speaking of such "academics", a

couple days after the forum idea was rul
ed out of order, the authorities launched
another offensive in an international rela
tions class. The teacher of this class had
been identified in an article as a
"slick reactionary", who calls for im
proved relations with "our essential
allies" South Africa and Israel. After see

ing that article this teacher launched a
20-minute polemic in his class against the
article and the RCYB, specifically point
ing to the RCYB member in the class and
demanding a response. (Also in this class
are students who align themselves with
Soldier of Fortune magazine.) It seems
this teacher didn't like being exposed as a
slick reactionary and harped on an inac
curacy in thai article which reported that
the administration's petition against
"vandalism" had been taken to /jts class.
(As to the latter, we stand corrected; as to

Continued on page 16

Red White, and Blue we spit on you!
You stand for plunder, you will go under



Apart from the annual State of the
Union address, a presidential speech
before a joint session of Congress {on na
tionwide TV, of course) is usually reserv
ed for something very heavy—such as, a
declaration of war. Fearing a diluting of
the impact of such a session in the future,
some commentators had questioned the
efficacy of Reagan's electing to appear
before Congress to stump for his propos
ed increase of $I 10 million in military aid
to E! Salvador's generalissimos and death-
squaders over the S26.5 million already
handed out this year, and for the con
tinuation of support for the mercenaries
and followers of the deceased U.S. pup
pet Somoza currently engaged in a highly
visible U.S.-directed "covert" action
against the Sandinista-led regime. Bui if
there had been any doubts that the con
text in which the U.S. imperialists view
the situation in Central America is indeed
quite heavy, this speech should put such
doubts to rest.
Reagan put out the call by historical

analogy: "It's well to remember that in
early 1942, a handful of Hitler's sub
marines sank more tonnage there (in the
Caribbean—/? HO than inall of the Atlan
tic Ocean." Statements such as this un
doubtedly formed the basis for one
Chicago professor to declare on the radio
that Reagan's version of history was
"science fiction." Undaunted, the presi
dent pressed ahead, bringing the analogy
up to date. "And they did this without a
single naval base in the area. Today, the
situation is different. Cuba is host to a
Soviet combat brigade, a submarine
base capable of servicing Soviet sub
marines and military airbases visited
regularly by Soviet military air
craft. . .As the Nazis during World War
2 and the Soviets today could recognize
the Caribbean and Central America as

vital to our interests, shouldn't we also?"
Now that the past had been twisted to
serve the present (to say nothing of the
not-too-dlstant future), Reagan pushed
ahead, putting out the call through con
juring up a possible scenario. "In a Euro
pean crisis, at least half of our supplies
for NATO would go through these areas
by sea," he trumpeted, leaving only the
most naive to ponder what the words
"European crisis" could possibly refer
to.

And while Reagan did bring out the
"geography question'' — "El Salvador is
closer to Texas than Texas is to

Massachusetts, Nicaragua is closer to
Tucson..." and so forth — he was quite
^plicit that it was not "nearness on the
map" but rather the entire nap that was
at stake here. "If Central America were

to fall, what would the consequences be
for our position in Asia, Europe and for
alliances such as NATO... There can be

no question that the national security of
aU the Americas is at stake in Central
America. If we cannot defend ourselves,
we cannot expect to prevail elsewhere...
We have a vital interest, a moral duty,
and a solemn responsibility." Once
again, we really must thank the president
for enlightening any doubters as to just
what U.S. national security is all about —
the ability to "prevail" everywhere in the
globe.
How fitting indeed that such national

security should rest on the "defense of
freedom in El Salvador," as Reagan put
it, since such "freedom" is exactly what
the U.S. wishes to protect and extend by
waging and winning World War 3. What
better example of imperialist domination
is there than El Salvador's death-to-ihe-
tiller land reform which has marked for

murder any peasant who might desire a
redistribution of ibe land? What better

example is there than last year's "free
elections," wherein hundreds of
thousands of Salvadorans (even wound
ed people, Reagan notes) waited in line to
vote for death-squad democrat of their
choice rather than risk being caught by
the security forces without the telltale ink
mark to signify that one had voted? What
better example than those elections,
where all the vote totals were doubled so
that there would be no question about the
vast love the people felt for those who

U.S. Cowboys In Central America

Making The World
Safe For The

Good Guys

rule over them? Why, what a contrast to a
place like Nicaragua, where they haven't
even had one of these elections yet. And,
Reagan notes, Nicaragua also has
"media censorship," whereas in El
Salvador, there is no censorship at all —
since any public press that doesn't toe the
government line has long since been
destroyed and the editors murdered or ex
iled. And in Nicaragua, they actually "in
sulted and mocked the Pope," notes
Reagan, while they have real "freedom
of religion" in El Salvador — except for
certain priests, nuns and a certain arch
bishop. Reagan adds: "It is the ultimate
in hypocrisy for the unelected
Nicaraguan government to charge that
we seek their overthrow when they are
doing everything they can to bring down
the elected government in El Salvador."

, One would think that Reagan would at
least have enough sense to try to avoid
getting into a contest with anybody over
the "ultimatein hypocrisy. "Actually, he
might like to challenge U.S. Ambassador
to the UN, Jeane Kirkpatrick, who made
the point last week that in Central
America, the U.S. is "supporting the
good guys in every sense of the word."
Now, that would be a contest.

Attempts to Reverse a Trend

As we have noted in previous R Ws (see
No. 197, March 18. 1983, and No. 199,
April 1, 1983), the additional military
muscle called for in El Salvador and the
not-so-secret war in Nicaragua are at
tempts by the U.S. to reverse the trend in
Central America — a trend of economic

and political turmoil, with large sections
of the population moving into outright
opposition to the U.S. and its most loyal
compradors, and with leadership of these
opposition movements in the hands of
historic compromise coalitions involving
more pro-Western bourgeois forces (such
as social-democrats and some former
Christian Democrats), somewhat more
nationalist forces, and pro-Soviet and
pro-Cuban (which means pro-Soviet
sooner or later and most probably
sooner) revisionist forces. The historic
compromise is a particular target of cur
rent U.S. escalations. By increasing the
pressure on Nicaragua, the U.S. hopes to
"destabilize" the revisionist leadership of
the regime and drive the more "centrist"
forces that are still left there away; at the
same time, this helps to send a message to
some in other historic compromise coali
tions, especially El Salvador's
Democratic Revolutionary Front (FDR),
that they are destined for rough times if
they maintain such an arrangement.
That message is supposed to be further

reinforced by the big jump in military aid
for El Salvador called for by Reagan.
This is earmarked especially for equip
ping and training new battalions of
Salvadoran counter-insurgency troops;

the Defense Department has announced
that it wants a U.S.-trained battalion in
each one of the 14 Salvadoran provinces
carrying out search-and-destroy missions
on a 24-hour basis and paving the way for
a "civic action" program modeled on
one that the U.S. used in Vietnam to
murder 41,000 civilians suspected of sym
pathizing with the "enemy." Toward
that end, the U.S. pushed through the
resignation of General Garcia as Minister
of Defense. Garcia, a long-time loyal but
cher for the U.S., had made too many
political deals with other top-level of
ficers and was not in a position to force
them to wage the kind of all-out, ag
gressive and especially dangerous war
that the U.S. strategy currently calls for.
His replacement, former National Guard
Chief Colonel Eugenio Vides Casanova,
has promised to shake up the military
command to accomplish what the U.S.
wants. The New York Times described

Vides Casanova as"amiable" while CBS
News speculated that he might be "too
nice a guy" to get the job done. Actually,
he is well qualified as one of America's
"good guys", having overseen the Na
tional Guard since 1979 and been directly
responsible for the death-squad murder
of tens of thousands, including the four
U.S. church women who were raped and
murdered by National Guard troops at
the end of 1980. Vides Casanova is also

reputed to have had his son murdered
because he suspected the boy of being a
homosexual. However, because the com
petition is great among the many U.S.
"good guys" in El Salvador, the New
York Times was able to cite a "political
source" to the effect that under Vides
Casanova, the National Guard is no
longer considered the worst of El
Salvador's security forces.

However, the U.S. hopes his reputa
tion is bad enough, when combined with
the current bloodletting and the threat of
much more, especially directed against
opposition strongholds, to put sufficient
heat on the Social-Democrats and Chris
tian Democrats in the FDR and its armed
wing, the Farabundo Martl National
Liberation Front (FMLN), and induce
them to split off from the revisionists and
participate in U.S-sponsored elections
scheduled for December. At the same
time, the U.S. is keeping the pressure on
Nicaragua and beginning to make new
threats once again of going to "the
source," i.e., Cuba in U.S. official
parlance, to try and force the revisionists
to back off in El Salvador, or "pay a
price" (in the words of anonymous U.S.
officials) in those countries where they
already have state power.

But What If it Doesn't Work?

The approach here has elicited a storm
of "protest" — as in "what if it doesn't
work?" — from liberals in congress and
the press. Because the consequences of
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failure in "its own back yard" are so
strategically dire for the U.S., each turn
of its screw in Central America has touch
ed off a greater uproar within the
bourgeoisie. Now, there are complaints
within the carefully selected intelligence
committees of both houses that the CIA's
(and others') activities against Nicaragua
just might be "illegal" — a possible
violation of the Boland Amendment
which prohibits U.S. funds "for the pur
pose of overthrowing" the Nicaraguan
government. Given the vast history of
similar U.S. activity, the fact that such
language is on the books is a sign of the
stakes involved — and the dangers
perceived — in Central America. While
various congressmen and administration
officials haggle over whether the intent of
the U.S.'s bloodletting in Nicaragua is to
"overthrow" or merely "harrass" the
Sandinistas, the essence of the problem
was laid out by a New York Times
editorial: "The holes in the administra
tion's case are practical. Its secret army is
big enough to arouse nationalist fury, but
too small to overcome well-armed revolu

tionaries. None of the decent democrats
in the insurgent leadership can claim a
real following inside Nicaragua. And the
former Somoza National Guardsmen

and its Officer Corps provide the perfect
foil for Sandinista propaganda and
resistance." In other words, the whole
thing is liable to backfire and actually
strengthen exactly what it is supposed to
be knocking holes in. This is a great fear
that is lurking behind ail the legalistic
arguments over the Boland Amendment.

Similar controversies have also.erupted
over the administration's request "for
more military "aid" to El Salvador. Not
that anybody is talking seriously about
cutting off the funds, nor still less about
getting out — ever. But there are all kinds
of threats about reducing the amount of
military aid and attaching "conditions"
to the funding. Already, one of these
scenarios has come to pass. Represen
tative Clarence Long has led his House
Appropriations Subcommittee on
Foreign Operations to arrive at a S30
million "compromise" (half of the $60
million that the administration wanted
from this particular committee) in ex
change for the rigorous demand that a
special envoy, ila Phil Habib, be assigned
to Central America; this followed a brief
visit to El Salvador by Long, considered
one of the leading critics of administra
tion policy on Capitol Hill, wherein the
Congressman praised all the U.S.'s
"good guys" (Vides Casanova was "very
impressive" and President Alvaro
Magofla has "a firm sense of morality")
and oh, so liberally pronounced that a
cutoff in U.S. military "aid" would lead
to a "right-wing military coup, possibly
followed by a bloodbath." This would,
of course, be directly opposed to the
moderation and non-violence that in

creased U.S. military "aid" will bring.
Similarly, other critics have counseled, as
the L.A. Times has proposed, an even
"greater effort.. .to draw moderate left
ists away from their guerrilla allies and in
to the political process," and to make this
proposition possible, "a neutral peace
keeping force made up of troops from
other Latin American countries is one
method that comes to mind." Indeed,
keeping such options on the board is one
reason why there continues to be press
and governmental emphasis on the "dif
ferences" between the U.S. and Mexico
(as well as Venezuela, Colombia and
Panama) over Central America.
However, while the tactical differences

within the ranks of the U.S. rulers con
tinue to narrow, the acrimony among
them over who is to blame for the U.S.'s
difficulties grows more intense. This has
led to an escalating number of "leaks"
from various unnamed officials, all of
which are meant to add pressure for their
particular imperialist positions, while
shifting the responsibility for setbacks to
those on the "other side." Most interest
ing of these was one released by the L.A.
Times which cited "well-placed U.S. of
ficials" revealinjj that the State Deoan-

Continued on page 16

If Nuclear War Is "Thinkable"...

Then Why Isn't Revolution Thinkable?
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The Mcv First Youth of Petrogrool 1915

III'.'.

From the Pelrograd Bureau of the
Okhrana to the Director of the Depart

ment of Police

May 1, I91S
No. 9537

I have the great honor to convey to
your eminence that today, the traditionaJ
"proletarian holiday of May First,"
everything was almost completely calm
and orderly in all the factories and plants.
The revolutionary section of the work

ers, who wanted to mark this day with
strikes, were able only to leave work early
and disperse peacefully to their homes

These numbered no more than 800.
We are searching for those who led in

this activity, and we will take appropriate
measures against them.
In the high schools too the day went

peacefully, and there were no kinds of
demonstrations observed.

For the Okhrana Bureau.
Voikov

So gloated the arrogant chiefs of the
Okhrana, the Tsarist secret police, on
May First 1915. And it is true that with
the outbreak of the first world war much
had changed from ihepre-war upsurge in
Russia, which had witnessed significant
political strikes on previous May Days,
involving thousands of workers. The
declaration of war in August 1914
brought a repressive patriotic atmosphere
and severe attacks against revolutionary
organizations. On Ihe eve of the veryMay
First the report speaks of, the Okhrana
itself had carried out a wave of arrests,
rounding up over 100 revolutionary lead
ers and activists. Beneath the surface
calm that so comforted the political
police chief, there was much stirring. And
work was carried out which was essential
preparationfor the event shortly to come
(hat would puncture the smug self-assu
rances of the Okhrana — the Russian
Revolution.

The following is takeri from the me

moirs of a revolutionary youth, Zhigar-
yev, in Petrograd, who lived andfought
through those times. Itprovidesaglimpse
of what happened on that crucial May
First 1915, which cried out for interna
tionalist activity and was met in part by
the daring work he describes. The me
moir was printed in Krasnaia Leiopis', a
periodic journal compiling materialfrom
the Russian Revolution, published by the
Russian Communist Party in the 1920s
and 1930s. The translation is by the RW,
as is (hat of the Bolshevik leafet which
follows.

In August 1914, Zhigaryev was a teen-
agedyouth, aproletarian, and appears to
have been a member of the Bolshevik
Parly. In his words:

Everything began with the war — and,
really, I began with It too. The war found
me working at the Simons-Schukert fac
tory on Vasilevsky Island (in Petersburg).
I worked there as a laborer. At the begin
ning of the imperiaJist war all the organi
zations were smashed. Our previously ex
isting organization on Vasilevsky Island
was smashed as well. One section of the
militant workers was arrested, the other
exiled We remained, a group of
young workers .... Since we had no in
tellectuals among us, we had to rely on
our own forces

After months of effort, and not a few
losses to the political police, Zhigaryev
and his small handful of proletarian
youth — none of them was over22, which
they seem to have taken as both apoint of
pride and a weakness — had managed to
make contact with revolutionaries in
other neighborhoods, as well as with the
Pelrograd Committee itself, which, with
the Central Committee not functioning
inside Russia, had became the leading
practical center and one of Lenin's main
connections with the party. Zhigaryev
assumed responsibility for distributing
some ofthe literature to the underground
Bolshevik organizations.

On the eve of May First 1915, we held

meetings to prepare: at ours there were a
lotof Mensheviks .... And then right on
the eve of May First, just after the May
Day call of the Petrograd Committee had
gone out, its members were arrested. We
had to go ahead with the May First meet
ings. The decision had been that they
would be after dinner, that people would
not return to work. Our secret rendezvous
point was on Gesierovsky Street. The
comrades would gather there, because it
was worse from the point of view of spies.
I worked at the Duflon plant till lunch,
then went to the meeting spot. I remem
ber now how I was reading a newspaper,
and I noticed two faces off to the side

curiously observing me. A feeling came
over me that these were shpiki*. But at
the same time, the question forced itself
on me, how shpiki would be here, where
no other of my comrades had come yet,
since I was the only one there, It was an
uneasy situation. However, I waited.
Anyhow, 1 had jumped over a gate and
concealed myself already. Thsshpiki too
were cautious. I saw Afanasyev coming.
"Strange," he said, "I didn't see any
body on the way." "Well," Isaid, "may
be we're about to be nabbed." It was very
strange that still no one had come.
Something was wrong. We waited a little
longer, until a woman from the Se-
myonov factory came. We grabbed her
and then set off for another meeting place
we knew about in Lesnaya. A few other
comrades were there, and Bogdanov was
waiting. He had brought the May Day
leaflets. As we arrived, we saw one of the
shpiki. "Well," 1 remarked to Bogda
nov, "this is becoming a regular thing.
Where are the rest of the comrades?"
"What the hell do you mean, 'rest
of,'"he replied, "we've got to run for it.
We'll head forKamyenny Island." While
wc were discussing this, one j/iprt walked
by, and another positioned himself in a
nearby doorway. Though a number of
years have pa.ssed since then, that face is
burned into my memory — I can see it
even now, hanging over thai grey over-
coal As Afanasyev and I lit out for a
streetcar stop, I told him how I felt about
that swine. I felt instinctively that the
shpik was not far behind us; however,
glancing around, there was nothing. But
sure enough, as we jumpcd.onto the last
wagon of the street car, there was the
shpik, leaping on from wherever he'd
been hidden, probably having overheard
what I'd said about him. He was in the
next car, and we realized things were
looking bad. Somehow we had to save
not only ourselves, but the leaflets too.
"We've got to jump for it," I said, even
though it was a long way to the next ren
dezvous point. We would- leap out on
Kamyenny Island bridge. No one would
be around. Perhaps the shpik might get
nervous and begin to wonder whether we
had guns — in fact, we didn't even have a
knife. So we jumped out at the bridge —
no one followed. We raced for Lesnaya,
where several comrades were waiting for
us. They had lookouts posted at the door.
We had just arrived and begun to relax
when suddenly a woman raced In and told
us that the shpiki were coming:' 'Well, lit
tle ones," she said, "save yourselves if
you can." We hurriedly distributed some
of the leaflets. I flew out the doorway and
through a gate, and ran right under the
nose of one of the shpiki...."

Below are excerptsfrom the May First
iectflet the youth guarded with his life:

Proclamation of the Petersburg**
Committee of the Russian Social-

Democratic Labor Party

Workers of (he-World, Unite!

Before us lies the First of May, the pro
letarian holiday. Everywhere around the

• The Russian word used here, shpiki, mrans both
policeagent and "sailed pork raf'tsceSmirnltsky's
Russian-English Diciionary), revealing ihai ihe
lerm "pig" goes back quiiea long way indeed.

"Wiiii Russia's dcciaraiion of war against Ger
many in 1914, the name oi' the Russian capital, St.
Pciersburg. was expunged of its Germanic
"—burg" and changed to the Slavic "Pelrograd."
The Bolsheviks seem to have frequeniiy used "Pe
tersburg," perhaps as ii sort of in-your-face to the
guardians of Russian linguifitlc purity.

globe on this day the factories and plants
fall silent, red flags fly, proletarian slo
gans resound, giving witness to the rising
forces of the proletariat. Like sprouts of a
twisting plant, they entwine the globe,
penetrating everywhere, to any place
where factory smoke spews and, laden
with heavy labor, the woimded heart of
the proletariat languishes. Through the
dense forest of survivals of the old world
it is up to the proletariat to open a path
for socialism. On this First of May, every
conscious proletarian profoundly grasps
the guarantee of proletarian victory —
the fierce international solidanty and un
shakable truth of the proletarian slogans.
The old moribund world is straining with
all its might tolear apart the rising move
ment of the proletariat and with diaboli
cal cunning is inoculating it with twisted
national chauvinist hatred and is strength
ening a thousand-fold the insufferable
yoke of militarism. And now the hourhas
struck, when the irreconcilable enemies
— one with insatiable lust for plunder,
hatred and cannon, the other with red
banners and cries for a new world, united
— must enter into single combat. In fire
and smoke the international unity of the
proletariat is being tried. Ail the strength
of the proletarian leaders and masses is
required to defend the bright ideals of the
International. But the first shots have

already rung out, and the international
unity of the workers wavered and stum
bled. The work of the bourgeoisie was
not for nothing: the poisondus seed of
chauvinism found fertile soil in the Sec
ond International. 'First German, then
Austrian Social-Democracy, with the
majority of their leadership at the head,
fell prey to this nationalist hatred and
gave their blessings to the proletariat to
fight this brother-killing-brother war.
And as the final step on this infamous
path, they have turned aside from the
celebration of May Day. Having rejected
countering the nationalism of the bour
geoisie with the internationalism of the
proletariat, having rejected the necessity
for sharp class struggle at precisely this
historic moment, they have now also for
gotten that shining symbol of proletarian
unity, the day Of May First. The banner
of the proletariat, that so proudly flew on
May First, they have soiled in the dirt of
chauvinism and handed to their own ene

mies ..,.

In this crucial historic moment, a hea
vy but honorable mission has fallen onto
the shoulders of the still young, but alrea
dy sorely tested Russian Social-Democra
cy. If West European Social-Democracy,
having grown accustomed to a long
period of peaceful development, passing
now to the full blossoming of opportu
nism, has dropped from its own hand the
fighting banner of the proletariat and
turned away from revolutionary struggle,
then the path of Russian Social-Demo
cracy, every step of which is marked in
blood, must be to hold high this banner,
to carry it unsullied through the passions
of patriotism. The young proletariat of
Russia will indeed carry through this mis
sion to victory. Life has already shown
that the proletarians of Russia are not
alone in this battle Liebknecht,*
whose name the world proletariat will
never forget, and several of his comrades,
have remained true to the proletarian
cause .... Today, with full belief in vic
tory, and with the full strength of the pro
letariat in Russia, let us celebrate the First
of May.

Down with the war!
Down with the autocracy!
Long live the First of May!
Long live the 8-hour working day and

confiscation of the landlords' land!
Long live the second Russian Revolu

tion!

The Petersburg Committee
of the RSDLF

• in contra-si lo the chauvinist capilubiion of the
gfcal majority of leaders and parliatnenlary
reprcsenialivcs of (he large German Social-
Democratic Parly, Karl Liebknedii refused to vole
for war credits for ihcCerman government and was
ImprisQiicd for Ills rcvoiulionnry opposition lo Ihe
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To break the chains-

the revolutionary essence
of Marxism-Leninism

The great teachers and leaders of
the international working class
developed an extraordinary body of
theoretical work in close connection
with the revolutionary storms of the
last century and a half. Ushered in by
Marx's monumental exposure of the
mainsprings of capitalist society,
developed by Lenin's groundbreaking
analysis of imperialism and the role
of a revolutionary party, further ex
tended by Mao's contributions on the
necessity to continue the revolution

under the dictatorship of the pro
letariat, this revolutionary science
has led hundreds of millions m the

struggle to transform the face of the
earth.

There has been a crying need for a
work that concisely yet rigorously
brings together the fundamental
revolutionary principles of Marxism-
Lenmism, Mao Tsetung Thought.
Now, for the firsi time in a single
volume there is a unique guide and
bridge to the body of Marxist theory.
An essential work fonhe ex- ^

f^erienced-activisl. the beginning.«fu-
d'ent of Marxism, or anyone seeking
an understanding of Ihe swirl and
chaos of our t-ime.

S6.95 paper—ISBN 0-89851-036-8
$15.95 cloth—ISBN 0-89851 035-X

252 pages

AVAILABLE SOON, ORDER NOW

RCP Publications.

PO Box 3486, Chicago. IL 60654

Revoluflort. as opposed to mere resistance, demands a scientific world outlook and analysis. "The difference It can and does
make llesin/usi what that resistance will accomplish: whether the slave chains will merely be rattled, or really shattered;
whether the fortress of the old order will only be shaken, or new ground seized for the cause of emancipation; whether people
will fight blindly (even If fiercely, for a while), or with head up end eyes fixed on the furthest horizon, prepared to win."

The Weapon of Materialist Dialectics
This excerpt from the new book The

Science of Revolution: an introduction

by Lenny Wolff is the opening section
from the Philosophy chapter-

In the play Galileo, by the revolu
tionary dramatist Bertoit Brechl, there is
a pivotal scene between Galileo and his
assistant, a monk. The Church has begun
to attack Galileo, and the monk's
loyalties are divided. He appeals to
Galileo to renounce his work with the
telescope, work that has borne out the
heretical theory of Copernicus that the
earth spins around the sun (and not vice
versa, as the Church held); and in argu
ing, the monk invokes the unsettling ef
fects of this theory on Ihe peasantry, in
cluding his own parents:

They scrape a living, and underlying their
poverty there is a son of order. There are
routines. The routine of scrubbing the floors,
the routine of the seasons in the olive orchard,
the rouune of paying taxes— They draw the
strength they need to sweat with their loaded
baskets up the stony paths, to bear children,
even to eat, from the sight of the trees greening
each year anew, from the reproachful face of
the soil, which is never satisfied, and from the
little chiirch and Bible texts they hear there on
Sunday. They have been told thai God relies
upon them and that Ihe pageant of the world
has been written around them and that they
may be tested in the important or unimportant
parts handed out to thein. How could they
take it, were 1 to tell them that they arc on a
lump of stone ceaselessly spinning in empty
space, circling around a second-rate star?
What, then. wouW be the use oftheir patience,

their acceptance of misery? What comfort,
then, the Holy Scriptures, which have mer
cifully explained their crucifixion? The Holy
Scriptures would then be proved full of
mistakes. No. I see them begin to look
frightened. I see them slowly put their spootts
down on the table. They would fee) cheated.
(Reprinted by permission of Grove Pre.ss Inc.,
Galileo, ©1966 by Eric Beniley, ©1940 by
Arvid Englind, ©1952 by Bcrtoli Brecht)

When Galileo didn't heed this sort of ap
peal, the Holy Fathers threatened him
with torture. Other scientists were burnt
at the stake, and all who fought for this
theory were hounded and suppressed.

Beneath the fury of this struggle over
scientific theory lay a conflict between
classes. The Church and its ideological
authority served as a bulwark of the
feudal landlords, protecting (and partak
ing in) the exploitation of the peasantry;
to challenge it, and its myth of a divinely
ordered universe, implied an attack on an
earthly constellation of economic and
political interests. What made Galileo's
experiments .so threatening was the rise of
the merchants, manufacturers and others
in the growing cities who were straining
against the bonds of feudal society. They
supported scientific investigation both as
an economic aid' and. more generally, as

' The Copcrnican theory, which showed that
the earth revolved arouiul the sun and not the
other way around, was necessary, for exam
ple. as a basis to correctly navigate the oceans
to new markets in Asia. Africa and America.
Science generally w-as needed to advance pro
duction and maniifacturc — the discovery of

an important part of the rebellion against
the feudal stranglehold over every sphere
of society, including science and culture,
as well as politics and economics.
Over the next few centuries, as the con

flict intensified and spread, the terms of
the struggle increasingly took in more
than this or that particular scientific
theory, and ranged over philosophy and
world outlook generally. Materialist
philosophy went into battle against the
idealism fostered by the Church.' This
too went along with and served the rise of
the bourgeoisie, again not only or even
mainly as a stimulus to production, but
also as a tremendous influence for
rebellion in politics. The Peasant War in
Germany in the 1520s, the English Civil
War in 1660, the French Revolution in
1789 — all these went against feudal
political domination, and (despite the in
fluence of religious ideas, even religious
fanaticism, among the masses involved)
necessarily went against the Catholic

air pressure came about through studying why
suction pumps could not draw water out of
flooded mines beneath a level of 33 feet.

• Materialism holds that matter exists in
dependently of and in fact gives rise to con
sciousness (rather than the reverse), and that
the answers to problems arc to be sought in in
vestigating the material world and discovering
its laws; idealist philosophy maintains thai
consciousne.ss. or even a supposed spiritual
realm, transcends matter. Idealism looks to
conicmplation of "divine" laws, etc., for
truth. These conflicting world outlooks arc ex
amined in greater depth later in the chapter.

Church's ideological and philosophical
hegemony as well. This whole volcanic
period of bourgeois revolution impelled
materialist philosophy forward, and was
itself in turn spurred forward by it.
Such interpenetration between class

struggle and philosophy was far from
unique to that period. Philosophy has
always been profoundly partisan, and
still is. Take the ancient philosopher
Plato. He opposed physical experimenta
tion and investigation, holding chat truth
could only be discovered through logic
and the contemplation of perfect forms;
(he only sciences he allowed among his
students were geometry and other higher
mathematics (while covering over the
source of their seemingly perfect Forms in
material reality). This was no quirk of
Plato's, but flowed from his position as
ideologue of the slaveholding class of his
day, which was locked in struggle against
forces relying more on sailing and trade
(the lonians, whose philosophers were
the first materialists and the greatest of
the Greek scientists). Plato justified and
promoted the subjugation and enslave
ment of one class to another in his
"classic" philosophical work. The
Republic. There he advises the rulers of
his proposed perfect order to' 'tell one ge
nuine lie worthy of the name":

(That] the training and education we were giv
ing them (i.e., the education of the common
people by the guardians] was all a dream, and
they only imagined ail this was happening to
them and around ihem; but in truth they were

Continued on page 12
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A World Without Imperialism
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Taking Back the Night.

And Then Some
I recently attended a "Women Take

Back the Night" march in Ann Arbor,
Michigan and an Everywomens
Weekend and "Take Back ihe Night"
march in East Lansing. I was struck by
the aliveness and fresh political energy
unleashed by these two events and by
the depths of the questioning about the
nature of the system as a whole.
Both events drew forward, and in fact

were organized by, many young college
women and a number of high school
women also. These women have been
brought into motion in recent years and
months by the intensifying attacks on
women and by their own refusal to
quietly accept "their place" in society-
Ann Arbor and East Lansing have been
the scene of numerous rapes. Terror
and degradation are a part of the dally
life women face in these "enlightened,"
ivory-tower university towns, as was
made crystal-clear by one woman we
talked to at the Ann Arbor march who
told an outrageous story of having been
raped when she was a sophomore by an
honor student In school, the son of the
mayor of a neighboring town. She had
previously dated this man briefly and he
had since gotten married; one evening
she was talking on the phone in her
home when this prize student forced his
way Into her home, dragged her into the
kitchen and brutally raped her. She was
then badgered and harassed to drop the
charges she had filed because she was
going to ruin his life! He eventually was
convicted and was given a whopping
sentence of 30 days In jail. The attitude
of the powers that be of condoning and
encouraging these outrages was made
abundantly clear by the recent
dismissal of charges of 7 men who
gang-raped one woman at Michigan
State University at East Lansing. Accor
ding to the judge, she did not fight off
her 7 attackers, and thus, she obviously
"must've asked for it."

Both rallies gave expression to in
tense rage against these kinds of at
tacks. One woman in Ann Arbor

testified about being "date raped" and
called on women to break out of the

silence and shame of these attacks and
expose them for the crimes they really
are. At a gathering before the East Lan
sing march a group of women did a
powerful dramatic reading of testimony

of women who were battered and abus
ed, and punctuated the testimony with
chants qf "we are dangerous women
and we are fighting back!"

TTie main speaker at the Ann Arbor
rally exposed some staggering
statistics about the Incidence of
violence against women: one out of four
women will be raped by the time they
reach 18, and one-half of all wives are
abused In their marriage up to the point
of rape. She called for a "new society
where violence and degradation have no
part," and expressed the determination
of women not to passively huddle In
fear and submit to being controlled and
kept down by these attacks. In this
spirit, women poured into the streets
and defiantly took back the night,
marching through the dark campus and
dimly lit streets where normally they
feared to walk. Scores of people joined
up with the march as It swept through
the streets, some not even stopping to
grab a coat as they dashed out of their
homes to join the festival in the streets.
The evening before this march we had

gone to a meeting of the Ann Arbor
Anti-Rape Coalition and proposed to
them that we would like to bring into
their march a banner reading, "In
memory of Edith Lagos, Break the
Chains/Unleash the Fury of Women as a
Mighty Force for Revolution, On to May
First." There was much controversy
over whether allowing such a bold and
revolutionary message in the midst of
this march was going too far. But the
overwhelming majority, while not in full
agreement with the politics of the ban
ner, were In favor of having the banner
in the march, with one woman adding,
"Furthermore, I like the slogan. I think
It's really strong!" The banner was en
thusiastically received and signed by
about 50 women at the march who were
drawn to the bold revolutionary thrust of
the slogan and to the idea of sending a
message to the people of Peru In unity
with the struggle they are waging
against oppression. As the march
began, a loose Red Flag contingent
formed around the banner. One woman

grabbed up the red flag and literally
leaped In the air shouting, "We're just
like Ihe Red Guard!" Two young pro
letarian women from the area, one white
and one Black, who had brought their

boyfriends to the march, took up a bun
dle of RWs and began passing out May
First leaflets on the spot. They said they
already knew about "Brother Darnell"
and ran in behind the banner boldly
waving the red flag.
There was a similar response to the

"Break the Chains..." banner at the
East Lansing march, which this time
was dedicated to Chiang Chlng. One
woman said, "I'm a communist too!"
and wanted to carry the banner In the
march. About 200 RlVs were gotten out
between both of these events, and a
number of women, including some from
high schools are making plans for May
First,

Both of these events revealed a real
resurgence of opposition to the Intensi
fying attacks on women. And the
women Involved were seriously wrest
ling with the questions of where does
this oppression arise from and how do
we eradicate It once and for all. There
was a broad divergence of views on
these questions and real openness to
discuss and debate this. At the East
Lansing conference, one woman who
did some sharp exposure on the rigidly
patterned sex roles in society which
begin from the moment a baby Is born,
when confronted with these very ques
tions, responded after some thought,
"capitalism is at the root of It and I
guess we'll have to smash It." Many
women at the conference looked at It as
patriarchy, a whole system centered
around male domination, and were not
ready to break beyond looking at the at
titudes and social relations of domina
tion and oppression that permeate
society to the nature of imperialism and
the fundamental contradiction beneath.

But what was striking about this
debate throughout the entire con
ference was how It was Inseparably
connected with and influenced by the
events shaping the world as a whole. In
particular, the sharpest events In the
world were posing very sharp
challenges around key Ideological and
strategic questions of how to deal with
the oppression of women and all op
pression throughout society. One exam
ple of this was a speech given by an
Arab woman at the East Lansing rally
which condemned Zionism and U.S. im
perialism and called on women In this

country to speak out against and ex
pose the crimes against the Palestinian
people. Her speech sent an electric
shock through the crowd — some
women clapped loudly and others
reacted in horror, like one woman who
ran onto the stage and grabbed the
microphone after the Arab woman had
stepped down, calling for an end to at
tacks on Israel and Jewish women.
Debate and struggle over this question
continued to ripple throughout the
crowd.

Another example was a workshop on
Personal and Global Violence where
one of the workshop leaders, a woman
from the Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom, called for a new
kind of revolution against the patriarchy
and U.S. aggression around the world
— a revolution vrlthout violence. A
young woman In the audience im
mediately shot back a question: "What
about in Nicaragua or El Salvador —
can we say that they shouldn't use
violence to fight against their oppres
sion?" Debate over the same question
again broke out at a Sisterhood
Celebration held a! the conc'liislon-of
the East Lansing conference by the
women most closely involved In plan
ning the weekend. We proposed that the
women send an Internationalist ex
change banner to people In another part
of the world in connection with celebra- .
tion of May First. Some responded
eagerly, grabbing the piece of red ban
ner material and started to figure out
what they could say and who they
wanted to send It to. For many It
sharpened up the question of where did
they stand in relationship to revolu
tionary violence by the people of the
world and some very heated debate en
sued. In response to a number of
women saying, "I'd fighl back If I were
attacked personally but I cannot con
done violent revolution," one sister
spoke out passionately: "You're Just
looking at things from the point of view
of yourself. We have to feel and respond
to all the oppression and suffering that
people face in every part of the world."

A comrade In Detroit

Dialectics
Continued from page 9

being moulded and trained down inside the
earth, where ihey and their arms and all their
trappings were being fashioned. When they'
were completely made, the earth their mother
delivered them from her womb "So you
are all brothers in the city," we shall tell them
in our fable, "but while God moulded you, he
mingled gold in the generation of some, and
those arc the ones Hi to rule, who are therefore
the most precious; he mingled silver in the
assisianis, (i.e., Ihe soldiers]; and iron and
brass in farmers and the other craftsmen."
(cited in J.S.. "Plato; Classical Ideologue of
Reaaion," The Communist, No. 5. RCP
Publications, May. 1979, p. 153)

But if class interests and class struggle
play a determining role in philosophy so
long as society is divided into classes',
what exactly is the importance of
philosophy CO the class struggle? To begin
with, let's sharpen up what we mean by
philosophy. Unlike particular bodies of
knowledge concerning specific categories
of things (e.g.. astronomy, biology,
aonomics, etc.), philosophies are com
prehensive world outlooks, systematic
ways of analyzing and understanding the
various phenomena and events of the
universe.

In that light, philosophy has a twofold
importance. First, no matter how con
sciously Of consistently they may do it.
everyone applies one method or another
— that is, a philosophy — to understand

ing the world. The world outlook that
views life on earth as a vale of tears and
seeks meaning and salvation in submis
sion to a mythical god off in heaven,
tends to rwnforce one son of behavior:
the idea that individuals confront the

universe alone and wrench what meaning
they can out of "the moment" reinforces
another. And those who say "I have no
philosophy, I just do what works," ex
press (and act on) a philosophy even as
they deny it — the philosophy of
pragmatism, the dominant one in the
U.S. The concentrated struggle over
world outlook and method that goes on
in philosophy, then, has far-reaching ef
fects on peoples' spontaneous and seem
ingly unphiiosophical everyday think
ing... and thus on their actions, in
cluding their political actions.
Beyond its broad effect on the masses,

though, philosophy is critically impor
tant to forging and guiding a genuinely
revolutionary movement. No movement
can transform the world — fundamental'
!y transform it — without a method to
corrAlly understand it. The revolu
tionary advances led by Marx, Lenin and
Mao in both practice and theory were
achieved — and could only have been
achieved — on the basis of forging,
deepening and applying materialist
dialectics, and waging struggle against
various attacks on the philosophical front
by the bourgeoisie. By the same token,
the influence of pragmatism on the
revolutionary movement — which has
often taken the form of downplaying the
struggle over philosophy (as well as strug

gle over ideological and political line gen
erally) — has led to a narrow obsession
with what "seems to work" in the short
run, and has played no small part in the
movement's seduction by illusory and
momentary concessions, and even at
times its abandonment of the revolu
tionary goal.

Further, the very character of the pro
letariat and (he proletarian revolution, as
opposed to all previous revolutions and
rising forces in society, demands the con
scious mastery of philosophy. The Com-
munisi Manifesto points out that:

All the preceding classes that got the upper
hand, sought to fortify their already acquired
status by subjecting society at large to their
conditions of appropriation, and thereby also
every other previous mode of appropriation.
Thcprolciarians cannot become mastersof the
productive forces of society, except by
abolishing their own previous mode of ap
propriation. They have nothing of their own to
secure and to fortify; their mission is to destroy
all previous securities for. and insurances of,
individual properly. {Manifesto, 45)

The implications of this for the world
outlook characteristic of this class and its

revolution are also made clear;

The Communist revolution is the most
radical rupture with traditional property rela
tions; no wonder that its development involves
the most radical rupturewiih traditional ideas.
(Manifesto. 57)

Particularly in those countries where it
has long ruled, and reflecting a general
historical trend, the revolutionary days of
the bourgeoisie have long since given way

to unbridled reaction, and its philosophy
has travelled a parallel course. The search
for truth has given way to apologies for
exploitation and Plato-like homilies; the
fresh spirit of seeking and welcoming the
changingness in ail things has been turned
stale by the priestly odor of those who
.think they defend eternal, foreordained
orders. Today the task of changing, and
knowing, the world rests most fun
damentally with the revolutionary pro
letariat. And unlike all previous rising
forces in society and all other social
classes, the proletariat cannot allow
philosophy to become calcified into ano
ther dogma, another set of ideas that
justifies the world as it is instead of ex
plaining it, and that papers over contra
dictions instead of uncovering them. Any
philosophy that assumes the trappings of
a divine order or state religion —
whatever the heaven promised or the
icons worshipped — is worse than
useless.
The revolutionary proletariat must be

armed with a critical philosophy which
correctly reflects the world as it is (which
includes most essentially as it is
changing), and which enables the prole
tariat to penetrate to the essence behind
the appearance and grasp the inner
thread of complex events and chaotic up
heaval in order to influence and deter
mine their outcome. It needs philosophy
in order to iv/«, in both the broadest and
most all-encompassing sense and — link
ed to that — at the crucial crossroads and
junctures of battle. This weapon, this
philosophy, is materialist dialectics.
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DAMIAN GARCIA DAY
Friday, April 22: a huge, fifteen-foot

mural of Dami^ Garcia atop the Alamo
with the red flag of the proletarian
revolution flying above it was defiantly
unfurled — a crowd of nearly 150 people
burst into applause and cheers — the
park will henceforth be known as
Damiin Garcia Park!

Just before this, a young Salvadoran
had told us with deep pride, "Daini4n
really lived for something, he stood for
the red flag. They thought they could
knock it down, but..." sweeping his
hand over the scene at the park,

.look, the red flag is all over here!
They can't knock it down!"

It was true; among the broad turnout
on Dami^n Garcia Day in Los Angeles,
of people, mainly proletarian immigrants
living in the park area, were dozens of red
banners. One revolutionary Salvadoran
exclaimed, almost in shock, "there are
people here 1 never thought I'd see at a
rally like this!" For not only were there
Central American immigrants from the
area around the park, but Black people
from Watts and downtown, a middle-
aged couple who had come across town
by bus .from Pico-Aliso, Eritrean,
Kuwaiti, and Indian foreign students
from UCLA, feminists, lawyers from a
progressive legal agency, and many
others.

It was also true that the bourgeoisie
would very much like to "knock it
down," as the demand to rename the
park along with the spectre of May Day
has them very uptight. All over
downtown and in the area of the park,
though not at the park itself, squad cars
prowled, pigs accosting people, and
jacking them up against walls, in a full
blown effort to intimidate and terrorize

people into staying away from the rally —
though the rally itself was not atmcked.
Similar harassment was reported in Pico-
Aliso Housing projects where Darm4n
was murdered and where Dami^n Garcia

Park has drawn solid support. Also, after
a Dami4n Day rally at L.A. High at
noontime, the police were stopping
everyone in a park across the street and
frisking them. The R H'was also inform
ed reliably that police called several
hospital emergency rooms on Friday
morning, and told them to expect to be
"busy" that day. The bourgeoisie is
clearly set on raising the stakes on this
struggle.

Particularly in such an atmosphere, the
strength of people's revolutionary feeling
has been all the more striking. A Black
man who had come from downtown for
the rally spoke of the poem written in an
Atlanta jail about Dami^n's murder, a
poem which has been printed on a poster
and was read at the rally.
"I know what those dogs did," this

man said, "those pig murderers that kill
ed this guy (DamiSn). That 5-year-oId kid
they killed is eating me so bad, 1 can't live
with it anymore. I want to do something
now — you know like in that poem 'kill
ing me bit by bit' — that's how it is with
me, too."
In another part of the rally, two older

Laiinas had been standing for some time
at the back of the crowd. Just after the
formal dedication of the park, the singing
of the Internationale was announced,
whereupon these two strode to front row
center, raised their fists and proudly sung
the anthem.

One exchange among people in the
crowd showed especially well what forces
are brewing here. One fifteen-year-old
told us his father had demanded he leave
El Salvador after the National Guard
came into the boy's class at school, grab
bed the boy next to him and executed him
on the spot because liis father was a
guerilla. Another man nearby was listen
ing to this story and at this point broke in:
"Look at him! Each weapon they send to
El Salvador means more people coming
here — like ihisyoven — they are bringing
their enemies here and it will go bad for
them!"
Downtown, a small group of revolu

tionaries gathered at 7th and Broadway,
site of the May Day convergence last
year. After spreading the word about the
rally at DamiAn Garcia Park, the group.

... j

including some who had just joined, hop
ped on a city bus headed for Daml^n
Garcia Park. As the bus made its way
through blocks literally swarming with
pigs (at least fifty squad cars and a
helicopter were in the area), the strains of
the Internationale issued from the bus,
which was soon filled with RWs and
revolutionary agitation.

Reporters were everywhere during
Dami&n Day, even including on the
above mentioned bus ride! The L.A.

Times had assigned no less than four
photographers and two reporters and this
was typical of the media presence. The
only coverage, however, was an article
buried in the L.A. Times. Clearly, the
bourgeoisie has been greatly stung by the
publicity already generated fay the park,
including around the arrests of nearly
thirty people at the city council last week,
and by the oncoming May Day events.
Only a certain kind of publicity was
desired by the myriad reporters present
today.

Nevertheless, what they don't want to
talk about is definitely happening. The
day after DamiSn Garcia Day an RW
seller was talking to someone in the park
and referred to it as "MacArthur Park."
A Mexican man standing nearby over
heard this, stepped up and shook his
finger, "No. No. It's DamiSn Garcia
Park!" O

MESSAGES SENT TO THE

DAMIAN DAY RALLY

From Williatn Oandasan, a progress
ive Native American poet and activist;

What Dami&n and General MacArthur

represent to the People struggling against
political repression in Los Angeles and
the world are as clear as night and day.
What this Park is is a refuge for The Peo
ple! If this statement is accepted as true,
then what does it mean for the Park to be
named after a soldier who fought to
maintain the Nation in power. What it
means stands in direct opposition to what
this Park was intended. If the powers that
control this Nation repress the dreams of
the politically oppressed people in this
Nation and name this Park after one of
its monumental soldiers, then it is only
right and just that the People struggle to
rename this Park after Damidn and in
honor of his fight on behalf of the Peo
ple, the People whom he gave his life for.
To refuse to rename this Park is not only
an insult to the People, but the continued
symbolic repression of the People and a
focal point for struggle against tho«
powers that denied political self-determi-.
nation to all people. Long live the Spirit
of Damian!

From a Chicano student activist:

To Whom It May Concern:

This is to recognize and acknowledge

Vg WESTtfl:i (

I

the life and death of Damidn Garcia,
whose fighting spirit lives on. His murder
raises many questions about the freedom
to struggle for the interests of poor peo
ple, without being attacked, beaten, or
killed as has happened to many in the past
who have fought for their rights and
equality.
The death of Damidn can only be made

worse by covering up the events that led
to his murder. These facts shed light on
the social ills that Damidn risked his life
to change.

It is fitting that we remember Damidn
today, on the anniversary of his death,
and in so doing, dedicate ourselves to the
fight against the oppression and exploita
tion of poor people. Also important to re
member is that by recognizing the life of
Damidn wc call into question those who
have the most to gain by covering up and
forgetting what has happened. Let us not
forget, let us support those who seek jus
tice for Damidn, and place him in his pro
per place in history.

In struggle,
Tomds Gasi^ar

University of California,
Los Angeles

From New York City garment work
ers:

We proletarians in New York's gar
ment district from different countries
but of none send a message of solidarity
and support for the renaming of MacAr
thur Park to Damidn Garcia Park! Gn to
May Day 1983!

Rick Newberger, one of the Fort Mac
Two. written on April 22. from prison:

Gn this day, three years since the mur
der of Damian Garcia some of us incarce
rated here at Terminal Island would like
to make the following statement; on
Wednesday we heard of the "arrest of 30
RCP members for disrupting city busi
ness." It was on that day as we under
stand it that people weri going before the
city council to demand pat the city offi
cially recognize Damidn Garcia Park as
the name of the park at the corner of Al-

• varado and WilshireBlvd. It is clear that
the authorities acted in a frenzy when
confronted with the red flag of revolution
and the thought of May First.

These things are linked with Damidn
Garcia ever since he raised the red flag on

Continued on page 19
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May Day Messages Criss-Cross the Planet
Banners From TKP/M-L and ATEF,

Sent to Los Angeles, Detroit, Berkeley, Atlanta
On May 1st, Internacional Festival of the Working Class,
Lei us tighten our ranks
On the Shining Path of
Mar%, Engels, Lenin, Stalin and Mao Tsetung

From the TKPiML (Communist Party of Turkey Marxist-Leninist)

Victoriotis shall be the working class and oppressed peoples!

From Cologne Workers Center, member of ATIF
(Federation of Workers From Turkey in Germany)

We, the Wage-Slaves and Oppressed Peoples, Shall Drown the Imperialist and Social-
Imperialist War Preparations In the Fire of Revolution i
ATIF is in the May Day ranks of its class comrades in USA.

From ATIF (Federation of Workers From Turkey In Germany)

Masters of National Oppression, Murderers of Black Youth, Imperialist Blood
suckers, You will pay for your crimes at the court of Revolution!

From ATIF (Federation of Workers from Turkey in Germany)

From Colombia to Los Angeles, Detroit

Revolutionary Communist Internationalist Greetings on this May 1st, to the Beloved
Comrades and Supporters of the RCP, US; to all the Revolutionary and Oppressed in
iheU.S.

Gnipo Comunista Revolucionario, Colombia

Make Internationalism into Something More than Words
Take History Into our Hands

Grupo Comunista Revolucionario, Colombia

More Banners and Messages

jSalutaciones al Pueblo Revolucionario de Chile! Revoluddn en ios 80$ — jAcomltela!
el Primero de Mayo, 1983, desde Hawaii.
Greetings to the Revolutionary People of Chile! Revolution in the '80s — Let's Go For
It! May I, 1983, from Hawaii.

Made by a circle of proletarians and signed by workers and youth
in the Kalihi district of Honolulu, Hawaii

To the comrades fromTurkey, Germany; from the workers in the Dami^ Garcia Park
area.

We support the struggle of the people from Turkey.
We march forward together in the spirit of Comrade Dami^n Garcia and with the spirit
of the comrades all over the world who are ready to struggle!
And we will not rest until final victory.

This mrasage was written by a Salvadoran worker living in the
Dami^ Garcia Park area and circulated on a banner
in the same apartment building of many day laborers.

To the people in West Germany strug^ng against U.S.-Soviet war moves:

World war and revolution... the clash of these two trends marks the approach of May
First, InternaiionaJ Workers' Day. We, a section of the international proletariat in the
U.S., on May Day, a day of proletarian combat against all oppression and its source,
and certainly the battle front against imperialist war, offer the only solution to ending
world war.. .revolution.. .Revolution in the '80s! Go for it!

Signed by 40 proletarians including Black, Puerto Rican,
and Haitian, in Roxbury, Mass., and a number

of supporters in the anti-nuciear movement.

To the Palestinian people:

The Palestinian people's revolutionary struggle is an excellent example of the deter
mination of all oppressed people against the genocidal efforts of the combined forces of
the imperialists.
May First, 1983

from the people of Detroit, East Side

This banner was written by a proletarian from the Detroit East Side community
where A.C. Wilson, a IT-year-old Black youth, was viciously killed in early March. In
the wake of (his murder, at the hands of a reactionary Chaldean (Iraqi Christian)
storeowner, debate has raged — between those in the community who target thesystem
as responsible and those who have fallen for anti-Arab chauvinism as a convenient
"answer." This banner had an electrifying effect as it was taken around the
neighborhood last week and in a short rime was signed by 38youth andproletarians, in
cluding members ofA.C. Wilson'sfamily.

To the people of India and Iran
We've witnessed the tentacles of Imperialism in every comer of theglobe, we see these

superpowers rattling their sabres and shaking their nukes in preparation for a global
showdown. But we draw great inspiration from the fact that there are sections of the in
ternational proletariat coming into being, unwilling to line up behind any form of im
perialism (U.S., Soviet or the Pink Mitterand kind) and preparing to liberate not only a
piece of the world, but aU mankind. We send our internationalist greetings on this May
Day.

From Chicago cab drivers from Iran, Africa
-  .. .and born here in the belly of the beast.

Thispoem was dedicated to theyouth of Detroitfor May 1st, 1983 by Tanzanian poet,
K. Kahigi, who is now a professor living in the U.S. Written by Kahigi when he was a
youth, thepoem is from a book entitledMALENGA WA BARA, published in 1976 by
Tanzania Publishing House LTD. In Swahili the poem is called "Mtokoto" which
means "Rage."

Do not fear the hurling of senseless words;
All chat they say is utterly wrong.
All of those who are threatening to bum you
or to strike you with a heavy bullet —
Do not lower your eyes before them.
For if you bend, oppression will increase
they'll go on treading upon you with (heir hooves.

Do not fear their angry trepidations:
Even though you toil in backbreaking labor
Start now to dream the dreams of war.
Hear the explosion — the drum of fire —
A call for a new rage!
Do not bow at all, wipe the eyes
So you may see the direction of this conflict.

Do not fear their guns of fire:
Ha! ha! these people are really dreaming
They think they are better
And you always inferior
But do not lower your eyes before them.
Their dream is a bubble, and like a bubble it'll burst —
When it is swept away by the river of justice.

The drum is beating — this is a call to you:
Deny right away these contentions (of theirs);
Those who arc threatening and despising you
Have only bubbles for dignity.
Do not bend your eyes to them
But instead plunge yourself into this rage:
For the winds are blowing to sweep away their dream! continued on page 18



May Day Message from Haitian Gravediggers
This year, like the years that preceded it, revolutionaries around the world are in

the process of preparing the festival of the oppressed, May First. On this day the
advanced proletarians of the world have the duty and obligation to struggle against
all the backward tendencies in the camp of the enemy and in our own ranks and
thus, give that day its true revolutionary meaning. The only way we're going to
achieve this goal is by correctly assessing the objective conilions in the world in this
conjuncture, and our role, as conscious proletarians in transforming this abjective
condition. That is why we the advanced elements of the proletariat must consciously
push the line of revolution and radical rupture with class society and class rule,
against the line of the bourgeoisie whose objective is to preserve their old rotten
order, and those of the revisionists whose objective is to make minor reforms and
continue to rule that old order in their own class interests.

We Haitian revolutionary internationalists together with other proletarian forces
itt the world, who are conscious of the growing danger of war, but even more of the
great revolutionary challenges and opportunities existing in this conjuncture, must
struggle to prepare ourselves and the proletariat, to meet these dangers, challenges
and opportunities. We also know that the only way we could achieve this task is by
waging fierce struggle against the forces of reaction like the imperialist monsters, the
"peacekeepers" who are preparing to redivide the world they have stolen for a third
lime. We must also wage the same struggle against the revisionists, the reformists
and all other merchants of illusion, who are trying to degrade the struggle of the
proletariat to its lowest common denominator. While waging an uncompromising
struggle against these forces, the revolutionary and conscious proletariat must arm
themselves with the scientific calculus of Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought,
and based on that, raise the eyesight of the proletariat and enable them to play their
historical role, i.e., reappropriate the world from the imperialists and ail other forces
of reaction and destruction and bring forward a completely new order.
On May Day, more than any other time of the year, the struggle between the

forces of darkness and destruction versus the forces of light and progress is always
concentrated and accelerated, This May Day is no different. This year again, all
these forces, the imperialists, the revisionists, the reformists, and the revolutionary
proletariat will be in the field on May Day, each will try to win the masses to their
line. As always the imperialists and their lackeys will be trying to turn May Day into
a farce, by either making believe that this day does not exist in the calend^ at all, or
where May Day has already become a tradition, they will try to use it to make the
workers believe that the only solution to their misery is to coUaborate and submit to
their rule.

The revisionists and the reformists will be in the field too trying to peddle their
poisonous line, of replacing one slavemaster by another one, or by pushing forward
some cosmetic change of the existing order and thus put themselves in the place of
the old exploiters. Many of these forces will be raising the red flag on May Day. On
raising that flag, their objective would be pushing the line of reform and defeatism
over that of revolution, their motive would be nothing but stripping the day of its
revolutionary spirit.

This May Day the revolutionary proieiariat and the advanced will be in the field
too with a qualitatively different line. They will be mounting the stage of history and
putting the stamp of the revolutionary proletariat on chat day and thus instilling the
revolutionary spirit back in that day. This task is not an easy task, it can only be
achieved through uninterrupted struggle against the imperialist slavemasters, their
lackeys and their representatives inside the revolutionary movement. As May Day is
approaching, the struggle is becoming ever sharper and the revoiutionary pro
letarians are preparing to mount the stage of history and raise the banner of scien
tific Mandsm-Leoinism, Mao Tsetung Thought. They wilt consciously pick up the
red flag and fly it high in the face of the intemationaJ bourgeoisie and their agents
inside the revolutionary movement.
May Day has a very special significance for us internationalist proletarians,

because on that day the forces that would create the future will be cast, and the vi
sion, resolution and determination of the proletariat shall be strengthened.
We Hainan revolutionaries, who are living in the biggest imperialist citadel, the

USA, we are conscious of our tasks and responsibilities to rise to these challenges
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The Internationalist Wall of Aarhus, Denmark

Right in the middle of enemy turf, in
the small town of Aarhus, Denmark, on
this streetcorner — with the police
department and city justice offices on
one side of the street, and the ruling
Social Democrats party building and
labor union congress hall on the other
— this wall opened a crack in the
"socialist" pink and piggy atmosphere
of the spot. First, slogans appeared
hailing Chiang Ching, Mao Tsetung and
the Cultural Revolution. Then, a .spray-
paint anist added a fitting tribute in
black to Che wall (which is being torn
down), with a line from the Inierna-
lionale in Danish: "Smash the rotten
wall of the past to pieces." The third

phase of this graffiti attack, which ap
peared in multi-lingual revolutionary
red, speaks for itself.

This revolutionary wall is set on the
stage of a few more cracks in the social
compact of Denmark, not far away in
Copenhagen. At the Carls Bastion
military ramparts in the Christiania for
tress, which has been occupied by youth
as an aiiernalive community for more
than a decade, battles broke out with
police. While the Danish bourgeoisie
had allowed this "youth zone" to
develop unhindered during the '70s,
now as the .social fabric of Denmark is
beginning to unravel with the sharpen
ing btoc-widc economic and political
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and opportunities this May Day and in this conjuncture. We are also aware that,
what we and other proletarian forces in the world do this May Day will be ridiculed
and criticized by opportunists, but we're also aware that what proletarian forces do
will be very significant, however small and unimportant they may seem to oppor
tunists and reformists, they will have a positive effect on the struggle of the pro
letariat and the oppressed worldwide,

it is for this reason, we Haitian revolutionaries who are living in the U.S. are
struggling against ail the tendencies in the movement who are criticizing, trying to
deter, by telling us it's crazy to even talk about celebrating May First in the U.S.
They think we should be passive that day and wait until we are in Haiti to celebrate
May Day. This narrow nationalist line on the role of the foreign bom in the U.S. is
a very backward line. Contrary to that line we are preparing to celebrate May Day
right here in the U.S. because as revolutionary Marxist-Leninists we have an interna-
tioi^l obligation and duty to struggle against imperialism where we were bom and
where we are living, and there is no better place to wage this struggle than right
where we are in the belly of this beast. It is for this reason that we're going to
celebrate May First together with other proletarian forces in the U.S. We're going to
celebrate this May Day with the conscious proletarians and oppressed people of the
world, those who have nothing to lose but their chains, h is in that same spirit that
we are sending this message to all revolutionaries and advanced elements of the
proletarians in the world. But beyond this we want to send a special greeting ad
dressed to the Union Comunista Revolucionaria (Dominican Republic), to the Cen
tral Reorganisation Committee Communist Party of India (M-L), to the RCP, USA
"and to the RCP of Chile and all other proletarian forces and all the proletarian
masses who are consciously taking up May First and in that process preparing and
consolidating the future gravediggers of that existing order. Down with Imperialism!
Down with Imperialist World War! Long Live the Unity of the Proletariat and the
Oppressed of the World! World Revolution, Not World War!

G.R.I.A. (Haitian Revolutionary Internationalist Group)

Solidarity to Ail the Workers of the World

From Partido Nadonalista de Puerto Rico:

New York District

On May Day, International Workers Day, the Partido Nadonalista de Puerto -
Rico would like to send cordial greetings through the Revolutionary Worker, to the
working class of the whole world, while the most cruel of the imperialistS;(Yanqui)
are assassinating our Central American peoples like in El Salvador, Nicaragua, Hon
duras, Guatemala and others. These fraternal peoples have a weapon much more
powerful than the one the enemy has; that is an armor of morale and courage. At
this time I do not want to forget our Haitian, African, Indian, Palestinian brothers,
my people of Puerto Rico, in short, all the workers of the world who are dominated
by the capitalist system. It's time to unite into one single chain and take history into
our hands. The (Puerto Rican) people want the whole world to know that we con
tinue to be assassinated. Yanqui imperialism continues to intensify its pressure
against the defenders of independence of our country; the jails are full of prisoners
of war, and they have even organized a Federal Grand Jury to put in the jails of the
empire the whole Independentista leadership. As long as the nation has sons the war
will not be lost.

Brothers, I bid you farewell, reminding you that the empires will soon fall. The
capitalist system will be no longer and the victory will belong to the workers.

Presidence Junta Nueva York

Santana Ramos

Message from L.A. High
From the RCYB and the youth from

L.A. High School — to all the school
youth of this country and the whole
world, we send this message of pro
letarian unity and solidarity.
Today more than ever we youth of,

the world are victims of this imperialist
system which has nothing to offer but
suffering for the men and women of the
world. But beyond that we liave to
understand that this is not as far as

human history can advance — there is
something better than this modern
system of slavery. The rebellious cries
of the proletariat of this planet are ever
more intense and which bounce off

every circumference of the Earth.
In the most narrow and broad streets,

in the most oppressed ghettos of the
world, in the darkest dungeons, May
Day shines brightly. On this May Day
1983 the youth from L.A. High School
dares to break with the racist principles
of the bourgeoisie and to unite its forces
for May Day preparations. The con
scious Black and Latino youth are tak
ing part in this battle, raising high the
red flag, the flag of the oppressed of the
world, breaking out of school and in
viting other youth and proletarians to
do the same. The youth from L.A.
High, along with the RCYB have made
plans to go to other schools and
challenge others to also break the
chains, and to go to the garment fac
tories behind whose walls many of our
parents are the victims for life of the
imperialist grip. We will call them out
of the factories to take history in their
hands.
While we youth here in the belly of

the beast prepare ourselves for the
insurrection, we have in our minds all
the comrades who struggle in Europe m
the front lines against nuclear war — in
Peru where Sendero Luminoso struggles •
with guns and fists against both im
perialist blocs. We carry in our minds
the heroic example of our Comrade
Darnell Summers, and in our hearts
DamiSn Garcia and the task he left to
us of taking history in our hands.

Continued on page 19
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crisis, the pink hand of the "Let's solve
things peacefully" Social Democrats has
decided to tighten the reins — both in the
form of cut-backs in the famous "social
ist" welfare programs, but more, politic
ally, to clean up the "rabble," complete
with a chauvinist frenzy whipped up
around incoming Turkish workers. So on
April 18. when some youth turned their
alternative settlement into a battleground
with police, a bus was set on fire and a
number of cops injured, this was not in
line with their plaas. Removing the pink
gloves seems to have failed to guarantee
social order.. .and as the civilized
Danish press cried in horror, "They'reio
young." - □
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Multiple Felony Convictions In
Fishing Rights Trial

A chilling demonstration of the fact
that the U.S. goveramem is hellbent itt
pursuing its relentless and flagrant at
tacks on Indian fishing rights was provid
ed on the morning of April I8th. when a
jury returned a verdict of guilty against
the first of three groups of Native
American fishers charged with multiple
federal felonies for "illegal fishing" and
"illegal selling of fish." This first group
contained three leading figures in the
resistance to the government's massive
assault on the treaty rights, culture, and
very way of life of Indian tribes in the
Northwest, particularly David Sohappy
Sr., a nationally known spiritual leader
among Native Americans whom the
government has fingered as "the central
figure" in their indictment. David Sohap
py Sr. was convicted on four counts and
faces a maximum sentence of 20 years in
prison; David Sohappy Jr. was convicted
on two counts and faces a possible
sentence of 10 years; and Bruce Jim was
convicted on eight counts and faces a
possible 40 years behind bars! (The
fourth defendant, Barbara Jim, was ac
quitted.) And no sooner had the verdict
been read than the men were manacled on

the spot and hauled off to the federal pen
on Terminal Island — even before a

sentencing date had been set for them.
This was brutal treatment in a trial the

government worked overtime to construe
as a run-of-the-mill case of "criminal"
violations of statutes and regulations,
mere "fish-poaching." But then, it's
never been a matter of a few fish netted

and sold outside of government-imposed
regulations.

Indeed, at a hearing the day after the
conviction over whether or not to con

tinue with the blatant efforts to keep the
defendants imprisoned, the political
nature of this "illegal fishing trial" was
fully revealed. With the verdict rendered,
the prosecutor let it all hang out in his zeal
to make sure that these brothers remain
ed under lock and key;
"Crimes that are politically motivated,

or motivated by philosophical beliefs, are
much more dangerous than ordinary
crimes committed for monetary gaio,"
he began, adding that the defendants
"are fishing outside of the system" and
are "permanent residents of an enclave of
resistance." And, in an ominous voice,
he warned any doubters that "to gel them
back into custody could be very costly,"
embellishing his plea for continued Jail
time with claims that fish wardens had been
met with gunfire at Cook's Landing (the
fishing village on the Columbia River
where the defendants live) and that this
verdict could possibly set off something
there. Of course, all the prosecutor's

frothing was nothing more than the
logical conclusion of the actual campaign
of systematic repression directed against
the tribes on the Columbia River; a cam
paign that included: an 18-month long
"investigation" involving the free use of
wire-taps, tailings, photo-surveillance,
etc.; a pre-dawn raid by 30 shot-gun
brandishing thugs who had been secreted
away In the desolate tracts of forest ad
joining Mount St. Helens forfourdays of
counter-insurgency training, and who
had descended on Cook's Landing, drag
ging people from their beds and ihreaten'-
ing them at gunpoint; and the transplan
ting of the entire entourage of court func
tionaries — bailiff, clerk, stenographer,
prosecutor, and judge — from the
politically unfavorable Northwest to sun
ny Los Angeles.

It was at this point that Judge Tanner
realized that things were going a bit too
far. Dragging the defendants off in
chains served the purpose of emphatically
demonstrating where resistance would
land one — that was one thing; but drag
ging Che political nature of the state's at
tacks on Indian treaty rights into the light
of day so explicitly was another, Tanner
quickly ruled that the defendants be
releas^ on bail pending their sentencing
and ended the hearing right then and
there.

As we go to press it has been learned
that the second and third groups of
defendants have agreed to have their
cases brought before Judge Tanner,
without a jury, under the stipulation that
while not pleading guilty (thus retaining
the right to appeal), the evidence
presented in the first case would "apply
equally" to their cases except that they
would face reduced charges. What this
has meant in the case of the second group
has been that of the six defendants, one
had the charges dropped, another was ac
quitted, three were found guilty of a
single misdemeanor each, and one was
found guilty of a single felony. The
dispensation of the third group is at this
time unknown and^ exactly what these
legal maneuvers signify cannot be ascer
tained at this time.

The viciousness of the government's
actions and their sighting-in on leading
figures in the resistance to attacks on
treaty rights has been made crystal clear
in the guilty verdicts handed down in
L.A. It can be expected that it will be car
ried over into the sentencing itself,
scheduled for June 3rd, back in the
Northwest at the feder.al courthouse in
Tacoma, Washington. ' ' □

Danger
Continued from page 6

the former, well, maybe he isn't so slick
after all, as subsequent events further
demonstrate.) The RCYB member stood
his ground in the class and demanded a
formal debate be set up between the
RCYB and the teacher. The whole class
loved the idea, even the reactionaries. But
the teacher got cold feet, .saying" he
wouldn't debate such an insignificant
sect; "Why, they're not even the Com
munist Party, they're just a fringe
group."

But things were moving fast at the
school and this "fringe group" and May
Day were at the center of it. When a reac
tionary group (Lyndon LaRouche's
NCLQ handed out leaflets, entitled
"Beam the Nukes" upholding Reagan's
"Star Wars" speech, broad debate broke
out over the question of world war. And
while this was going on, a campaign was
organized by the "spirit queens" —
cheerleaders and some Christians — to
get the revolutionary graffiti off the
schooJ wails (they spent the next two
weeks scrubbing away). All of the known
May Day activists have been under the
constant watchful eye of security'pigs.
During the same week, a leaflet bearing

the logo of Soldier of Fonune magazine
was distributed and titled "Death to the
Marxist Tyrants" (which was also its
complete text). (It's interesting to note
that the parents of the leading Soldier of
Fortune student are associated with the
"federalists" of Mexico who want a
return to the days of the latifundisia
there.)

But the revolutionary forces were also
active. In one situation a group of Black
women students came up to a Latina
RCYB agitator and threatened her, rais
ing the rumor about Latinos bringing
guns to use against Blacks. The agitator
exposed that as a lie and went on to ex
plain what the RCYB was about. The
Black students were particularly in
terested in the RCYB's position on
nuclear war and ended up taking RiVs
and other literature and organizing a
meeting to go into it further. A similar
situation developed when, on Dami^n
Garcia Day, a banner was unfurled in
school reading; "Be Realistic, Demand
the Impossible!", six Black youth step
ped forward and signed it, not six feet
away from Gunderson and some securi
ty. When some backward students tried
to shout down a Brigader who was rap
ping about the banner and Damidn
Garcia Day, both Chicano and Black
students told them to shut up and sit
down (which they did). Such
developments must have caused great

consternation among the authorities and
their student lackeys who then upped the
ante.

Graffiti began appearing all over the
bathrooms and classes threatening one of
the May Day activists by name, Over the
weekend someone ripped open his locker
at school, throwing his stuff all over the
hail. The next Monday a new graffiti ap
peared, again naming the May Day ac
tivist and saying, "Yesterday your
locker, tomorrow your face." The ad
ministration then c^ed into the office all
known May Day activists to further the
threat, telling ihem that if anything hap
pened to a particular reactionary student
they would be held responsible, Of
course, the revolutionaries had made no
threats against this reactionary. But the
administrator took it further saying, "If
you don't stop, there'll be bloodshed.
There are ggngs here at this school who
don't like people coming onto their
turf,.." — this statement was made the
Monday after Damidn Garcia Day and its
implications escaped no one.

Further fuel was thrown onto this L.A.
High fire on the Wednesday before
Damidn Garcia Day as over 1500 May
Day calls were distributed on campus
along with R Ws. They were discussed at!
over, including in classes (even the stick
reactionary recommended students read
it, saying, "This was written by a real
Marxist. . ."; apparently we've.

graduated from "fringe group"?). The
security guards had been caught off
guard as this was the fi rst time such a
large scale leafleting had been possible.

They were also somewhat off guard
when a brief rally took place at noon on
Damiin Garcia Day itself. As RCYB
members agitated, many Black students
gathered around to listen, and some of
the women mentioned eariier spoke out
against a few others in the back who were
trying to drown out the agitation. As the
agitators were roughed up and dragged
away by security, one Black student yell
ed out, "This is the problem we always
have here. They come here to talk to us
and 1 want to listen but they just get haul
ed off!" Some of the Black women then
followed the security to the office to keep
an eye out on the treatment given to the
RCYBers. The slick reactionary teacher
took notes, as he was on the scene the
whole lime. He went into the office and
told the RCYBers, "If this is the way you
want to do it a tot of people are going to
get hurt on May Day."

The administration has made clear that
during "open house" week before the
First, the security will be tight. They have
even cut the break lime between classes
from 10 minutes to 4 (a change which
everyone is ignoring). The stage is set for
lively May Day activity at the school, and
you can bet that "breakout" is in the air.

□

Making The World Safe For The Good Guys
Continued from page!
ment had received "highly reliable" in
formation more than two years ago that
current Constituent Assembly President
Robert D'Aubuisson had presided over a
meeting where high-level security force
officers drew lots for the "privilege" (in
the words of one of the officials) of plan
ning the assassination of Archbishop
Romero. The U.S. officials said that
neither the State Department, the CIA
nor anybody else had bothered to follow
up this information with an investigation
into D'Aubuisson and the death squads
he is know to have led. With such ex
posure seeping out, the situation in El
Salvador is obviously sharpening up for
the U.S. bourgeoisie.

Mysterious Deaths

At the same lime, the U.S.'s escala
tions and so forth have apparently
sharpened up the situation on the opposi
tion FDR/FMLN as well. In early April,
Ana Maria, a leading commander of one

of the FMLN's largest guerrilla groups,
the Popular Liberation Forces (FPL),
was murdered in a not-so-safe-house in
Managua. Shortly thereafter, the FPL's
Supreme Commander, Salvador
Cayctano Carpio, also turned up dead in
Managua. Nicaraguan authorities an
nounced that Carpio had been so despon
dent over the discovery that Ana Maria
had been murdered by a trusted member
of the FPL's central command that he
had committed suicide— in the presence
of his wife and other associates, they said.
The story's a little hard to swallow. Car
pio is a long-time rcvisionisi leader, who
was trained in the Soviet Union and Cuba
and was secretary general of the
Salvadoran Communist Party (PCS) un
til 1970. He quit over the question of
"armed struggle" and formed the FPL at
a time when the PCS rejected such a
"struggle" as a lactic (but also, in
terestingly, at a time when the Soviet
social-imperialists were beginning to
more openly challenge theU.S. for world

domination). In 1980, when the struggle
of the Salvadoran masses was at a high
pitch, Carpio led the FPL back into an
open alliance with the PCS and two other
groups that were somewhat more in
fluenced by nationalism and social-
democracy. While all the guerrilla com
manders have endorsed and fought for
the historic compromise coalition and its
strategy for pursuing a negotiated share
of power in the Salvadoran regime, Car
pio had been identified most su-ongiy
with the positions that demand power
within the Salvadoran military for
FMLN commanders and troops; the PCS
and others have advocated a more flexi
ble negotiating position. Carpio was also
the most resistant to attempts at merging
all the groups into one big, unified
organization as the PCS and others have
been working toward. The New York
r/mescommented: "Salvadoran political
analysis said today that they expected his
death to strengthen the hand of Shafik
Handal the leader,of the Coipmtjnist

Party in EJ Salvador, who is known to be
less resistant to negotiations." Of course,
the evidence is purely circumstantial and
any number of forces, including the U.S.,
might have seen something to gain in Car-
pio's demise. However, it is certainly con
ceivable that Carpio was seen by other
revisionists as an obstacle to both
"unity" and "moderation" in the face of
the heavy U.S. pressure. The role of
Nicaraguan authorities in "explaining"
the highly //j-conceivable suicide story
also raises further questions about who
ultimately might be behind the deaths of
the commanders.'

Meanwhile, the U.S.'s "good guys"
will continue to carry forward their own
version of the democratic process with
even greater urgency. For the bloody ef
fort to make Central America safe for
U.S. democracy is a critical part of the
preparations for the even bloodier effort
to make the whole world equally safe. □
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No More Tradition's Chains
Shall Bind Us

La Internacional

;4rr(ha, parias de la tierra!
,'En pie, famelica legion!
Atruena la razon en marchs,
Es el lin de la opresidn
Bl pasado hay que hacer anicos,
iLagion esclava, en pie, a veneer/
Ef mundo va a cambiar de base,
Los nada de hoy han de set.

Agrupemonos todos
En la lucha final.
El genero Humano
Es la internac/onaL

Ni en dioses, reyes nl tribunos
Esta el supremo Salvador.
Nosotros mismos rea//cernos
El esfuerzo redentor.
Para ftacer que el tirano caiga
Y el mundo siervo liberar,
Soplemos la potente fragua
Que al hombre libre ha de forjar.

Spanish

M H T E P H A U H 0 » A Jl

HcTBRnn. II1"11!;IHTI."'H 3il rt .
bf>-K MI1|I ie;iO.I>tMt 11
Kmiiht iiaul (lasjM ho.im) im'HHijrt
M H fMPIlTIIMfl fiofl Hl'1-TH ,
Uc>-hMH|) IIIU'll.lKR MM [>anp>lllltM
jlo uciiotuiiii.fi. a :<aTi->i
Mm IIHIIl. MM Hanhlfl Mlin MO<-T|IU>IM.
Kr»> {>hl4 HHSI'M. T<JT VTftHlT Bfi'M.

tl/'lliu-l, •tvii UI'TIi llitlll tKX'JIUailKfl
H |i>nii>fTiMi.ilhiA liuA.
C l1llTe)IIIRUH<llill.1<>M
Bl'l'llp'lHPT POA .INJAI'KOA!

IIkKTU ItC .WT HAM K:iriaA.-IPII>.R

Hh 6or. HH iiapi. i« Hfl n-puft.
MM ocfiuOumACHhn

CBCIfHt •■n6rTBt'HKun PJ KoA.
Mt«>6 «Bi-piHyTi. tHPT pyKtift yMi'.iofl.
UraofHttTh rani- .iiir>|ii>.

Russian

The InterfiQtionQle

Arise, ye prisoners oi scoivQtion
Arise, ye wretched of the earth.
For Justice thunders cor^demnotion.
A better world's In birth,
No more trodttion's cholns shall bind us.
Arise, ye slovesi no more in throll
The eorth shell rise on new foundoiions,
We hove been nought, we shall be oil.

Tis the final conflict.
Let eoch stand In his ploce.
The Imernotionol
Sholl be the humon race.

We want no condescending soviours.
To rule us from o judgment hailj
We workers ask not for thetr'fovorsi
Let us consult for oil.
To make the thief disgorge his booty,
To free the spirit from its cell.
We must ourselves decide our duty.
We must decide and do it well.

Die IntematiODole

Wacht aui, Verdcimmie dieser Eitie.
die stets man noeh ziim Hungern zwlngtl
Das Hecht wie Glut im Kraterherde
nun mit Macht zum Durchbnich diingt.
Heinen Tisch macht mit dem Bedrdngerl
Heer der Skiaven. wache aui!
Ein Nschts zu sein. tragt es nicht Idnger.
alles zu werden. strbmt zuhauf!

1: Voiker. hdrt die Signalel
Aui. zum letzten Geiechtl
Die Internationale
erkdmpit das Menschenrecht! :1

Es rettet uns kein hbh'res 'Wesen.
kein Gott. kein Kaiser, noch Tribun.
Uns aus dem Elend zu erlbsen.
kbnnen wir nur setber tun!
Leeres Wort: des Armen Rechte!
Leeres Wort; des Reichen Pilicbt!
Unmtindig nennt man uns und Knechte.
duldet die Schmach nun idnger nichll

German

I. 'fnreniaiiofiale

Dehiiiii lex dantnes de la lerre,
Dehniii lex forums de la faiiii.
La rahnn Kmne en son craiere
C'esr f'eriipiiiin de ta /in.
Du paxse faixonx lahle raxe,
Dehoui I'exclave. dehnti/. dehmil.
l.e iiiiinde i-a c/tnrrjijer- de base,
b/oiis lie soiiiines ricn

Snynns limit

C'exr la liiire finale.
Crimpimx iwnx el deUiaiii.
1. 'l/iieriuiiionale
.Vi'ra le genre liiinialn (hix)

II n'esi pax de sniireurx siiprenies:
iVr Dieii, ni Cesar, ni rrihiiii:
I'rodiieieiirs xaiiriws noiix nims nieiiies!
Decreiiins le siili/i coiniin—

Itinir (fiie le rnlenr rcnde gorge
I'oiir lirer respn'i dn cnclini.
Son/l'Inns nous—nienies noire forge.
Ihilons le fer qnand il esi cluiiid!

French

H iiieeNHt.

'£y.ii^% rns g-ns 0>
^  , t MTffs ntifeif eyn^os -lyityos.

%' /"/Vee re Hfartiya igaleii
Stt Spoet*} ^ KtyetufJi .

^rrueuv ira rns tK^ASiis nf Iffoyta-
rtiytL eyfis 0! Ttk-ntieoi rjtx
rfeu avfi MaicLyyoy/e..

StL g-i'rexiyi Tb efAy iytii !

^rae eetuyivai
Ml Us yn jftifAvi ffArn's !

to IX m«n yeif neeSytyer

ire go'tye n ^uifixs.
Greek

Ang Internasyonal

Dangon sa pagkakabusabos.
Eangon allpin ng gutom
Katarunga'y bulkang sasabog
Sa huilng paghuhuKom.
Gapos ng kahapo'y lagutin
Tayong api ay magbalikwas
Tayo ngayo'y inaallpin
Subalit atin ang bukas

ito'y huling pagialaban
Magkaisa't nang masakiaw
Ng Internasyonal
Ang sangkatauhan.

Wala tayong maaasahang
Bathala o manunubos,
Kaya ang ating kallgtasa'y
Nasa atlng pagkilos.
Manggagawa bawiin ang yaman.
Kalslpa'y palayain.
Ang maso ay ating hawakan,
Kinabukasa'y pandayin.

Tagalog

Bciow are two verses of the lniernalionale—\he last
two in ihe original French and an English translation by
ihe fiW. Thev are rarely printed; in the case of one, it
might be more accurately said to be a repressed verse. At
least it is noiabic that one of the few songbooks which
takes the trouble to print the whole song, also takes [he
trouble to r.trr»'/ the verse concerning the soldiers' turning
their guns around!

Lcs rois nous soOlaieni de fumus;
Pai.x cm re nous, guerre aux lyrans!
Appiiquons la gr^ve aux armies,
Crossc en I'air et rompons les rangs!
S'ils s'obstinent. ces cannibales,
A faire de nous des heros,
11s saurohi bienioi que nos balles
Soni pour nos propres generaux.

Ouvriers. paysans, nous sommes
Le grand parti des travailleurs.
La lerre n'appariient qu'aux hommes,
L'oisif ira loger ailleurs.
Combicn de nos chairs se repaissenti
Mais si Ie,s corbeaux. les vauiours.
Un de ces matins, disparaisseni.
Le .solcil brillera loujours!

Kings make us drunken with illusions.
But we must seize the hour now.
Break ranks! The soldiers do the choosing.
Between us peace, on tyrants—war!
Making soldiers into martyrs
If they persist, these cannibals,
They'll soon discover that our bullets
Are for our generals!

The workers and the peasants are we.
Up with the new in every sphere!
The earth belongs to all humanity.
All vampires must disappear.
How many on our flesh have fattened!
But if on one fine morn.
The crows and vultures have all vanished
The sun will still go shining on!
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May Day Messages
Criss-Cross the Planet
Continued from page 14

Watts

On DamiSn Garcia Day, a big banner which said "Forward With the Shining Path of
Live May Day" was signed by many proletarians in

different parts of the San Francisco Bay Area. Some proletarians also wrote particular
messages and pinned them to this banner. Pictures of the banner are going to be sent to:
Turkey, India, Central America, and Russia. These are the particular messages:
From a Chicanoyouth in Oirfr/ffnd —TheU.S. and Soviets are doing their nuclear wars
— and they want us to fight in this blood-feast. My stand is clear — I won't fight for the
U.S. — either I'll be fighting against the U.S. here or back in Mexico to fan the flames
there — for a revolutionary war. Wake up world!

Statement by 2 Portuguese workers at a small steelplant who are now on strike — We
came to the U.S. blind, thinking it was a country that was advanced. Now, we know that
the world is classified into classes, those that own the wealth and enslave others and
those who gel enslaved. We see a lot of injustice — prejudice and racism. Things should
not be this way — no one should be hungry but something is standing in the way of that
happening because today there is still that class who owns slaves — and is preparing to
go down in a war so that they can come out Number 1. What makes them think that
their system is so superior that we'd want to keep it alive? We want to contribute to build
a foundation to change this whole system. We need to make revolution all over the
worid, With this — we say — revolution is far more thinkable and realistic than destruc
tion of all mankind for the purpose of preserving the rottenness of imperialism.

This is written by Korean sailors on a Panamanian ship, who only knew Korean; com
munication was estabiished through a combination of the Internationalist Cat! in
Japanese, a Korean/English dictionary, and a liberal ship captain who knew a little
English and helped translate this message — The situation in the world is grave. Both
the U.S. and U.S.S.R. are preparing for man's destruction. We don't exactly under
stand why. Why can't they put their powerful technology to advance society — and not
for weapons of destruction. We hope that this statement will contribute topeople being
able to go against these war moves and fight for a world totally different than this!
•This message is meant to be for fraternization with our so-called "enemies."

International Workers Day

May 1st

Break Out, Break Free — Take
History into Our Hands

Make a Living Force of Proletarian
Intemationalisni

Revolution in the '80s... Go for it!

To the people of South Africa:
If you and your intentions are clear the universe will accommodate you!
Break the Chainsl We're with you!

The rude and impudent women of East Lansing, Michigan, USA
Signed by 11 women at the Sfatth Annual Everywomens

Weekend Conference.

To the Rebels of El Salvador: We're On Your Side, Not Amerikkka's Side

Signed by 100 rebels in Pimlico, Maryland

A message to the Rudies of Brixton: Take It To The Streets!
We of Seattle USA remember the rebellion. Carry Forward! Kick Over the Walls!
Raise the Red Flag on May 1st.

Seattle youth

An InnenCfty Voice
Continued from page 6
late '70s, one of his older brothers was
killed in a suspicious "accident" while in
basic training in the army — another old
er brother had previously got an early out
from the array because he had despised it
sc. "He came home earlier because he
didn't like it. Like he was telling me they
try to break you down, they try to make
you out a Boy. Train you their own way,
just like a dog. That's what boot camp is
all about."
And since that brother got back to De

troit, the crisis hit, and "He ain't got no
job yet. He's making money hustling,
picking it up here and there. Thearmy, he
would never want to go back, that's what
he tells me Like my other brother
who was shot, he was calling home telling
us that the sergeant made him put gum on
his nose because his pride got in the way
and they made him put gum on his nose
and stood him up." Not long after that
this brother was found dead — a "negli
gent homicide," said the army.
"When my brother died I said, 'Damn,

he's gone. They took my brother out'...
When he died the two captains broke in
the house with how he had an accident.
My big brother dropped to his knees
'cause he was hurt — I was like 12 or
13, I was still between like what was life
and death. That's how it was in my mind.
1 got over it easier than my brother or
mother because they understood it. But
like now, 1 understand what it was all
about. Nothing."
One of Bill's cousins, who made it out

of the army in one piece, came home to
Detroit in the late '10s only to be brutally

beaten by the cops. "He still stutters from
that, because a cop beat him in the head.
And now you know what he do? He
drinks wine every day 'cause he figures he
can't do nothing else with his life. Thai's
how they make a lot of people feel."

All of this flies right up in the face of
the military recruiters whoswoop into the
schools and streets of Detroit like vul

tures hovering over freshly killed prey.
Recruiting offices sit side-by-side to the
unemployment offices and foodstamp
centers. Tales of jobs, training, and
careers — all phony bail on a real hook
that catches many youth. But, as we can
see from Bill, much has already been
learned about this deadly game.
"Lotta people my age don't know

about the late 'bOs. They don't know
about the Vietnam war. they were just
getting born. And then they say. 'I'm go
ing in the army and be like Lou Gosseit.'
Well, like a lotta young are getting edu
cated. And when they really get in there,
they either get brainwashed, or like I got a
friend who went in the Coast Guard and
he says they were trying to throw him
over the boat. They try to break you
down.
"We may joke about it, all right, but

they're gonna have a war. Like my sister,
she's the oldest, got five young kids, and
she says, 'You all gonna get drafted.' I
ain't going. I wouldn't fight for this
country, man, I run from it, the army. If
this was my so-called country ..'. weain't
even got nothin'. People, their uncles,
their husbands died in Vietnam and
they're still in cheese lines. That's the way

It IS.

"It's a trip the way these families think
'cause they're raised up around this sys
tem. But I want to be doing something for
somebody, not just for myself. It's just
the point. You ever think about thai and
stop caring about yourself? What these
other people gonna do? You ever think
and look at Cambodia, how they feel?
You can sec how they're feeling 'cause,
man, they're skinnier than a piece of
wood. But they don't have to be. They
don't. As much food and stuff as is here
... there's a lot of things in this world
that's backwards.'
".. .Some people, like you say, are in

to illusions. They don't want to face real
ity. OK. We're fixing to get into a war.
hey, like who's gonna suffer for it ... as
far as me going overseas to fight for Ame
rica or what not, killing somebody who
may be just thinking like me. No. I don't
feel that way."

Bill sees that the murdering grind of
this system can break some people. His
own sister, just 16, attempted suicide last
year out of desperation. "Me, 1 think 1
could take anything, you know, that's
how I feel, 'cause it's a lot of things out
there that's gonna try to bring you down,
but you don't get weak because they're
looking mean Like right now, there
are some people jumping off of bridges
because they can't cope with life. Talking
about taking their own lives. Life is too
valuable, hey, if you want to die, die for a
right cause!
"If it's for the right cause I'd shed a lit

tle blood for it, if it's for the right cause.
But if there's any way we can work it out
in peace, I'm for that just as much as I'm
for shedding some blood. Hey, seems the
way the world getting today though, you
gonna have to gel few scars."
As for the revolutionary struggles he

has joined with, "I said I can give this a
try. A lot of people tried to discourage
me. They may think it's wrong right now,
but say about 10 or 5 years from now
they'll probably thank me for what I'm
doing. 'Cause a lot of things just could
happen from here. Like riots in the '60s.
My little sister was just born when it was
getting over. When they called in the Na
tional Guard to suppress, I was just one
year old, 1 couldn't recall all that. But it
was a lot of things they didn't say in the
books in school ... It was just riots then,,
it wasn't a revolution. Just riots. But, you
know, that was a revolution in a way. But
then when they suppressed Detroit, peo
ple backed ofK Then they pacified De
troit with a Black mayor. Like that's sup
posed to stop them from crying, which it
did."
But as things have changed in Detroit,

some youth like Bill, as well as older peo
ple, have made leaps in their thinking,
and are acting today to pull others along
with them.

"That's how it is today. Some people
think my way, they're Just afraid to come
out with it. They're afraid of being sup
pressed. But like if they see us doing the
right thing you never know what'll hap-
pennext!" □

World Revolution - Not World War!
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CoDtinued from page 15

Mess^e from Cuban Revolutionary
May Day Communiqui

There are many political, philosophical and economic contradictions in today's
world, outgrowths of the war, post-war period or cold war.
Thus like in Korea. Vietnam and southern Africa, etc., the USSR is suppressing

the peoples of the Warsaw Pact with their dogmatic, numbing and expansionist
policies.

All these problems of the expansionist, imperialist domination have brought
humanity to the edge of a great warlike conflict or world war.
On the other hand the world's oppressed peoples, the dominated or under

developed countries of the Third World, Latin America, Asia and .Africa, producers
of raw materials, by taking advantage of these contradictions are building revolu
tionary insurrectional movements or national movements for people's revolution.
The inevitable confrontation between the imperialist powers fUSSR and USA

under phony banners of freedom with the Ku Klux Klan and with dogmatic lies of
being the defender of the people against the other power) calls on us to close ranks
with an objective view of our situation in society this May Day, International
Workers Day.
Since the birth of this historic day it has been a glorious international festival of

the proletariat, white, Indian, Black, Russian, Latin, European, Asian — in what
ever part of the world you are in.

This is a call for international solidarity with aU those.. ,on Earth, together with
the farmworker exploited by the big landowners, the factory worker who feels the
weight of 8 tiring hours without remuneration, those dispossessed in their struggle to
find work to survive. To those who feel the dominating boot, strangling, entering
your native land, subduing, cloaked in military missions for peace. To the revolu
tionary who feels the urge to fight. To the woman, mother who needs social and in
dividual liberation.

Let this May Day be more combative, more spirited than before. We have nothing
to lose, only our chains tike: humiliation, raistreatraeni, slavery, and exploitation.
Proletarian, student, professional, even scholars wherever you are: come to this May
Day to demonstrate, to put forward our demands for a better future. Those from
other countries also extend their solidarity to you.

Imperialist war is or will be the product of the clash of the two empires (West and
East). The USA denouncing, with screeches of freedom, all popular movements of
liberation for being Communist or Communistphile. On the other hand, the USSR
with its dogmatic philosophical non-dialectics of denying and drowning the par
ticipation of the masses, non-democratic centralism, a totalitarian autocratic system.
There is one answer to this: Revolution, which will bring the masses, worker,

farmworker, student, Indian, Black, Latin, white, Asian to power. Let us he the
leaders of our politics, our economy, which correspond to our needs. This is an in
ternationalist call of solidarity with ̂  the workers and farmworkers of the world,
especially the underdeveloped countries, without leaving out the army of
unemployed of the large countries, where they face the same necessity to change the
status quo in their countries.

Proletarians of all countries, unite.
a Cuban revolutionary

now living in Los Angeles

Everywhere the red flag is raised on May 1st, 1983 and during the days im
mediately leading up to it, readers of the Revolutionary Worker must seriously
take up the task of quickly reporting the historic events that occur. News of
these events from every city and every sphere of society is essential for max
imum worldwide impact. As Lenin pointed out, an Important role of the revolu
tionary press is to insure that revolutionary actions do not remain "secret" ac
tions. While In the past three years many reports on May 1st have come in right
away, there have been more than a few cases where important events have,not
come to light for months, It is crucial that proletarian Internationalists lake the
intlalive on this front: reports hot on the heels of May Day actions will be key In
enabling the Party and the masses to sum up the chords struck among the
proletariat and oppressed and the broad impact throughout society, and, in
doing so, deepen our assessment of the strength and Influence of the
revolutionary movement. Pick up your pens! Send written reports, tapes
and photographs right away to the Revolutionary Worker

Because of the great importance and difficulty in obtaining news of May.1st
actions in various countries, those In contact with the revolutionary struggle lii
other countries should also try to get reports on May 1st from these countries.
All of these reports, even If they are brief, should be sent to the RW immediate
ly after May l. In the days and weeks following May 1st, we will continue to
publish further reports and more detailed information, including photos, news
clippings (both from the revolutionary and bourgeois press), cultural materials
from other countries, and so on. Send all materials to the Revolutionary
Worker, Box 3466, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois 60654. Or deliver them
to the RCP in your local area (see addresses, page 2). Keep In mind that the
Post Office is part of the bourgeois state apparatus when writing reports and
selecting photographs.

From the Black Prisoners Caucus Monroe, Washington
To the revolutionary people of the world:

Greetings from the belly of the beast. "We the incarcerated brethren here in
Washington State extend our solicitations to the revolutionary comrades of the
world on May First. International Workers Day. Our struggle is a protracted one,
drawing together the downtrodden of this world in the vibrant spirit of revolution.
This May First celebration should prove to he the most jubilant yet. World senti
ment leans toward a drastic change like never before. We. must seize this opportunity
to bring about a total and complete revolution. We must revolutionize the very
fabric of our society. We must redesign the very structure of the imperialist tnind
and reorganize its inner workings. Within the confines of the American prison
system there lies a strong army of dormant young men and women just awaiting to
he resurrected to champion such a cause. We sh^l continue to struggle until we suc
ceed.
Your brethren in bondage. Black Prisoners Caucus,

Monroe Washington, USA
signed by seven members

Damian Day
Continued from page 13

that crumbling monument to imperialist
theft, the Alamo. That act was a bright
sign of the future. The ruling class then
responded like the north wind confront
ed with the first bright flower of spring.
Attempting to stamp out with brute force
the sign of the inevitable end of the season
of rule they murdered Damidn Garcia.

It is truly fitting then that the name
MacArihur, another name standing for
imperialist theft, be erased from this
park. We recognize this park, where rev
olutionary-minded proletarians from
around the world gather to debate and to
discuss, to be fittingly called DamiSn
Garcia Park. This, of course, being sym
bolic of the day when imperialism and
oppression will be wiped from the lace of
the earth and the international proletariat
will control it all. On to May First.

Endorsed by six prisoners
Terminal Island Detention

From proletarians and friends in Santa
Barbara:

Statement of comrades in Santa Barba
ra where Damian Garcia lived and strug
gled during the upsurge of the 1960s, and
where he found and embraced the science
of Marxism-Leninism, When we lefl Isia
Vista today the red fiag was flying over
the Bank of America which was rebuilt
after having been burr ed to the ground in .
1970 but is now empty and decaying, a

In the spirit of struggle and revolution, we the members of the Black Prisoners
Caucus send our revolutionary greetings to the international proletariat and all the
oppressed people of the world in celebration of May First. As we approach this
historic day in the spirit of oneness, let the entire earth shake in fury and rebellion as
we move together in unity towards the revolutionary future. In unity we can ac
complish much on May 1, 1983 in the spirit of revolution. Our vision must be push
ed forth like the brightness of the burning sun. So in the name of revolution and in
the arms of unity, let us raise high the red flag of revolution and expand our revolu
tionary spirit throughout the world.

Signed by 14 members of the
"  Black Prisoners Caucus, Monroe, Washington, U.S.A.

replica of the continuing decay of the sys
tem it represents. We brought with us a
banner representing the red flag over the
Alamo at the center of the worldwide
storm of revolution. A banner represent
ing the spirit of going forward in the '80s.
a banner which will return to the streets
on May Day!

The banner mentioned had around the
edge of it the names of different countries
such as Turkey and Iran with revolution
ary martyrs from those countries and it
had a graphic of Damidn over the Alamo
with the redflag in the center of it.

On Damidn Garcia Day^ a rally was
also held on the border between San Die
go and Tijuana, Mexico. Along with a
statementfrom the RCP were statements
from Iranian students, from the staff of a
radical newspaper, by a local feminist
group, Womancare, from Chilean refu
gees living in the U.S., andfromarevolu-
tionary Mexican group. The latter two
are reprinted here:

Declaration of Solidarity From
Chilean Refugees

The Chilean refugees send revolution
ary greetings to the comrades of the RCP
and join in this commemoration of the
3rd anniversary of the murder of Com
rade Damidn Garcia. Just as in Chile the
CIA has never withdrawn its claws from
the backs of those who fight for peace
and a socialist world. Still today in Chile
there are more "disappeared ones" and
more arrested. These regimes are aided
by Bourgeois Capitalist Imperialism. We

Will Continue Fighting Until The Final
Victory!

—Juan Pezoa,

Committee of Solidarity With
Chilean Refugees

Greetings From (he Revolutionary
Movement of the People To All Those
Present at the Memorial Ceremony For
Damidn Garcia In Los Angeles. CA

Comrades:

The Revolutionary Movement of the
People (MRP) of Mexico greets all demo
cratic and revolutionary organizations
and persons present at this memorial
ceremony for Damidn Garcia.

In Mexico, as in the United States, we
are engaged in struggle, and our organi
zation. the MRP, is part of the revolu
tionary process that is growing among the
people.

In Mexico, as in the United Slates, we
are fighting for the revolution that will
destroy, and erase" forever, the capitalist
system that oppresses and exploits us,
and upon its ashes will arise a new society
without exploited or exploiters.

In Mexico, few know of the struggles
and the history that the people of the
United States arc writing in the very heart
of imperialism. Few knew of the struggle
and the heroic death of Damidn Garcia.
Today we know it and we are present to
remember it and to pay homage to his
memory. We remember Damidn Garela's
internationalist act at the Alamo, where
together with other comrades in struggle,
the red flag was raised as a symbol of the

struggle for the liberation of our peoples.
We know that the struggle for revolu

tion is full of victories and defeats, and
that in the end victory will belong to the
peoples, and in this struggle the people
will give their share Of blood as Damidn
Garcia gave his for the revolution, for the
most beautiful struggle: the struggle for
the freedom of the oppressed peoples of
the world.
Damidn Garcia was one of the best

sons of the people to give his life for the
cause of the people, who are starting to
raise their voice everysvhere.
The MRP of Mexico calls on all Mexi-

canos and Latinos residing in the United
Slates; to all those fighters of the various
nationalities gathered here to remember
Damidn Garcia in the internationalist
spirit of the peoples.
The MRP of Mexico calls on them to

wage the struggle in the heart of Yankee
imperialism and gel on with the business
of breaking its murderous grip. It is a
question of striking blows everywhere to
hasten its inevitable death. It is a question
of burying this capitalist system with the
force of revolution.

Long Live the Internationalist Struggle .
of the Peoples of the World!!!

Comrade Damidn Garcia Is Among
-UsII! Fraternally,

"For the Unity of Workers, Peasants,
and The People"

Slate Coordinating Commission of the
Revolutionary Movement of the People,

Baja California, Mexico
April 22. 1983
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What better way to help celebrate International Workers Day than contributing to the
Revolutionary Workerl Give as much as you can, right now, to help finance all the extra
materials produced for May First as well as coverage of activities from around the globe.

Send donations, including anonymous contributions, to: RCP Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 3486
Merchandise Marl
Chicago, IL 60654


